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Section A: Combined and triple

C7 Organic Chemistry – Knowledge Organiser – Combined and Triple Science
Section B Triple only

Crude oil The remain of an ancient biomass consisting mainly of plankton that was buried in 
mud. 

Hydrocarbon A molecule containing hydrogen and carbon atoms only.

Alkane A hydrocarbon containing only single bonds.  Follows the general  formula CnH2n+2.

Fractional distillation
The method of separating hydrocarbons based on their boiling point. Fractional 
distillation process depends on the evaporation of crude oil and the condensation of 
the fractions at different positions in the fractional distillation column.

Intermolecular force Weak forces of attraction that exist between molecules.

Boiling point The temperature at which a liquid turns into a gas.

Viscosity The ability of a substance to flow.

Flammability The ability of a substance to burn or ignite.

Combustion A reaction between a fuel and oxygen that produces heat.
Complete 
combustion

Combustion in adequate oxygen.  Complete combustion of a hydrocarbon will 
produce carbon dioxide and water.

Incomplete 
combustion

Combustion in inadequate oxygen.  Incomplete combustion of a hydrocarbon 
produces water and carbon monoxide or carbon particulates.

Alkene

A hydrocarbon containing at least one double bond.  If they contain one double bond 
only they follow the formula CnH2n.  Used to make polymers.  Alkene molecules are 
unsaturated because they contain two fewer hydrogen atoms than the alkane with 
the same number of carbon atoms.

Bromine water A chemical that is brown/ orange in colour.  If added to an alkene it reacts and 
changes to colourless.  Alkanes do not produce a change in colour.

Cracking

Hydrocarbons can be broken down (cracked) to produce smaller, more useful 
molecules. Cracking is used to meet the demand of smaller more useful and more 
flammable hydrocarbons.

Catalytic cracking using silica or zeolite at 550C and steam cracking at higher 
temperature over 800C.

Catalyst A chemical that speeds up the rate of reaction without being used itself.

 Covalent bond A strong bond that exists between non-metal atoms.

Fraction A fraction contains similar length hydrocarbons with a small range of boiling points.

Alcohol A molecule that contains the functional group –OH is called an alcohol.  CnH2n+1OH

Fermentation Type of anaerobic respiration carried out by yeast, to make alcohol in the lack of O2

Carboxylic acids

Carboxylic acids have the functional group – COOH. They have the ending ‘anoic’ 
e.g. Ethanoic Acid. 

Carboxylic Acids are weak acids due to the fact they only partially  dissociate (ionize). 
Forming H+ ions

CnH2n+1COOH

Esters

A type of organic compound formed in the reaction between an alcohol and a 
carboxylic acid

Volatile compounds are often used as; Food flavorings, perfumes, plastics , solvents 
and plasticisers. They have the functional group –CO

Polymers A large molecule formed from many identical smaller molecules known as monomers

Addition 
Polymerisation A reaction between 2 small alkene molecules (monomers) to create a larger polymer

Condensation 
Polymerisation

When different monomers are added together  they create a secondary product 
usually water. The different monomers will have different functional groups

Amino acids

are naturally occurring molecules that contain two functional groups. They have an 
amine group at one end of the molecule and a carboxylic acid group at the other.

This means that they can undergo condensation reactions with themselves. Amino 
acids are considered the building blocks of life because these reactions produce 
polypeptides, which join together to make proteins in all plants and animals.

DNA

DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) is a large molecule essential for life. DNA encodes 
genetic instructions for the development and functioning of living organisms and 
viruses. Most DNA molecules are two polymer chains, made from four different 
monomers called nucleotides, in the form of a double helix. .



Section A 

1.What are the 2 elements in hydrocarbons?

2. What is the general formula of alkane?

3. Define fractional distillation 

4. What are intermolecular forces?

5. Define complete combustion

6. Define incomplete combustion

7. What is the general formula of alkene?

8. State the test used to identify alkenes.

9. What is cracking? What are the conditions 
needed in catalytic cracking?

10. Define covalent bonds.  

Section B

1. What is an alcohol? Give the general 
formula?

1. What is fermentation? What are the 
conditions needed to ferment glucose

1. What is a carboxylic acid? Give the general 
formula?

1. What is an Ester? 

1. Define polymers. 

1. What is addition polymerisation? How is it 
different to condensation polymerisation?

1. What are amino acids? 

1. Describe the structure of DNA. . 

C7 Organic Chemistry – Knowledge Organiser – Combined and Triple Science



Section 2: Equations to learn
Equation Symbol equation Units
Weight = mass x gravitational field 
strength

W = m g Weight – Newtons (N)
Mass – kilograms (kg)
GFS – Newtons per kilogram (N/kg)

Work done = force x distance W = F s Work done – Joules (J)
Force – Newtons (N)
Distance – metres (m)

Force = spring constant x extension F = k e Force – Newtons (N)
Spring constant – Newtons per metre (N/m)
Extension – metres (m)

Moment = force x perpendicular distance
(Triple only)

M = F d Moment - Newtonmetres (Nm)
Force - Newtons (N)
Distance - metres (m)

Physics P5 Part 1 - Forces and Elasticity

Section 1: Key terms

Scalar A value with magnitude (size) only, e.g. speed, distance.
Vector A value with magnitude (size) and direction, e.g. force, displacement, velocity.

Contact force Force between objects that are touching e.g. friction, air resistance.

Non-contact force Force between objects that are not touching e.g. gravitational force, magnetic force.

Weight The force due to gravity acting on an object’s mass.

Centre of mass The single point at which the object’s weight appears to act.

Resultant force A single force that has the same effect as all the forces acting on an object.

Work done Work is done when an object is moved through a distance, or energy is 
transferred.

Section 3: Elasticity
Elastic 
deformation

When an object is stretched or compressed, but returns to its  original 
length.

Inelastic 
deformation

Occurs when a spring is stretched and its size or shape is permanently 
altered.

Hooke’s Law The extension of an elastic object is directly proportional to the force on it. 

Spring constant The measure of stiffness of an elastic object. High spring constant means it is 
difficult to stretch or compress

Limit of 
proportionality

The extension beyond which extension is no longer directly proportional to 
force.

Elastic limit The extension beyond which the object will no longer return to its original 
size or shape

Limit of 
proportionality

Extension in 
proportional to 
force

Force-extension graph

Section 4: Moments, levers and gears (Triple only)

Moment The turning effect of a force
Pivot A point on an object at which it is fixed and is free to turn around

Rotational equilibrium When the total clockwise moment on an object is equal in magnitude to 
the total anticlockwise moment

Section 5: Pressure in fluids (Triple only)
Fluid A liquid or a gas

Upthrust The resultant upward forward when an object experiences greater 
pressure on its bottom surface than its top surface

Atmosphere A thin layer of air around the Earth

Altitude Height above the Earth’s surface



Section 1 Section 3

1 Define a scalar 1 Define elastic deformation
2 Define a vector 2 Define inelastic deformation
3 Give an example of a scalar quantity 3 State Hooke’s Law
4 Give an example of a vector quantity 4 How can you tell on a Force-extension graph if an object is obeying Hooke’s Law?

5 What is the difference between a contact and a non-contact force 5 If a spring has a low spring constant, is it easy or difficult to stretch?

6 Define weight 6 Define limit of proportionality

7 Define centre of mass 7 How would you identify the limit of proportionality on a graph?
8 Define resultant force 8 Define elastic limit
9 Define work done

Section 4 (Triple Only)

Section 2 1 Define a moment

1 Write down the equation that links mass (m), weight (W) and 
gravitational field strength (g)

2
What is the purpose of a pivot?

2 Write down the equation that links work done (W), force (F) and 
distance (s)

3
What is the condition for an object to be in rotational equilibrium?

3 Write down the equation that links extension (e), spring constant (k) 
and force (F)

4 Triple only: write down the equation that links perpendicular distance 
(d), force (F) and moment (M) Section 5 (Triple Only)

5 What is the unit of force?  1 Define a fluid

6 Triple only: What is the unit of moment?  2 Define upthrust

7 Calculate the work done when a 300N box is lifted 3m.  3 Define atmosphere

8 200J of work is done to push a trolley 5m. What is the pushing force?  4 Define altitude



Section A: The Nervous System
Section B: The Endocrine SystemHomeostasis the regulation of internal conditions to 

keep them the same – at optimal 
conditions. 

Nervous 
system

A very fast way that allows the body to 
respond and react to the environment

The CNS Central Nervous System - is the brain 
and spinal cord

Receptor Detects changes.

Co-ordination 
centre 

Receives message (CNS, pancreas 
etc)

Effector Responders (muscles or glands)

Synapse The gap between two nerve cells

Nerves are linked to each other by synapses. The 
signals are transferred by neurotransmitters.

B5 Homeostasis – Knowledge Organiser – Combined Science

Hormones Chemicals that travel in the blood to effect a change in the body

Diabetes A disease effecting the hormones that control blood glucose 
levels.

Insulin A  hormone made in the pancreas to remove glucose from the 
blood by converting it into glycogen - Higher

Glycogen A  substance that can be converted back into glucose using 
glucagon - Higher

Type 1 diabetes Where the pancreas cannot produce enough insulin. This is 
controlled with injections of insulin into fatty tissues.

Type 2 diabetes
Where cells do not respond as well to insulin or do not recognise it as all. 
Type II is caused by diets which are high in sugar and other 
carbohydrates.

Section C: Reproduction & the Menstrual Cycle
Hormone A chemical that alters the way your body 

works
Testosterone Commonly called the ‘male hormone’

Oestrogen Commonly called the ‘female hormone’

FSH. causes eggs to mature

LH causes the egg to be released
Oestrogen and 
progesterone

maintain the lining of the uterus

IVF Used to treat infertility. Eggs are fertilised 
in a lab and then implanted once they 
have begun to divide - Higher

Contraception is used to plan pregnancies. This can involve 
hormone tablets or barrier methods.



Section A Section C

1 What does Homeostasis mean? What does Oestrogen do?

2 What do receptors do? What does Testosterone do?

3 What does the co-ordination centre do? What is another name for the menstrual cycle?

4 What do effectors do? What hormone causes eggs to mature?

5 What is the difference between a sensory and 
a motor neurone?

What does IVF stand for? Higher Tier

Section B

1 What is vasodilation?
2 What happens when you shiver?

3 Give an example of a ‘negative feedback’ 
mechanism. Higher Tier

4 What does Insulin do?

5 What does GLUCAGON do?

B5 Homeostasis – Questions– Combined Science



Section A: The Nervous System Section B: The Endocrine System
B5 Homeostasis – Knowledge Organiser – Separate Science

Homeostasis the regulation of internal conditions to keep them the 
same – at optimal conditions. 

Nervous system A very fast way that allows the body to respond and 
react to the environment

The CNS Central Nervous System - is the brain and spinal cord
Receptor Detects changes. 
Co-ordination centre Receives message (CNS, pancreas etc)
Effector Responders (muscles or glands)
Synapse The gap between two nerve cells
Neurotransmitters Chemicals that are transmitted across synapses
Cerebral cortex Part of the brain associated with memory conscious 
Cerebellum Part of the brain associated with muscular coordination
Medulla Part of the brain associated with unconscious activities
Retina Light sensing receptors are found in a part of the eye, 

found inside the back of the eye.
Optic nerve Carries impulses from the retina to the brain, which interprets 

them to create a visual image.
Blind Spot Where the optic nerve leaves the eye, there is no retina.

Sclera Components of the eyeball are housed within the sclera, 
which forms the white of the eye and has a transparent 
front called the cornea, where light can pass.

Pupil Hole through which light enters the inner eye.
Iris The coloured area of the eye, consisting of circular and 

radial muscles that control the diameter of the pupil.
Lens A clear disc that is able to change shape in order to refract the 

light to differing degrees and focus the image onto the retina.

Hormones Chemicals that travel in the blood to effect a 
change in the body

Diabetes A disease effecting the hormones that control 
blood glucose levels.

Insulin
A  hormone made in the pancreas to remove 
glucose from the blood by converting it into 
glycogen - Higher

Glycogen A  substance that can be converted back into 
glucose using glucagon - Higher

Type 1 diabetes
Where the pancreas cannot produce enough 
insulin. This is controlled with injections of insulin 
into fatty tissues.

Type 2 diabetes

Where cells do not respond as well to insulin or 
do not recognise it as all. Type II is caused by 
diets which are high in sugar and other 
carbohydrates.

Thermoregulation The body is kept at 37.5OC.

Hypothalamus.
 Part of the brain that regulates temperature

Vasodilation
More blood is directed to the surface of the skin 
to release excess heat
 

Vasoconstriction Where blood vessels move further from the skin, 
to conserve heat loss

Negative feedback.
 The body can reverse the changes it has made.



Section D: Plant GrowthSection C: Reproduction & 
the Menstrual Cycle

Hormone A chemical that alters the 
way your body works

Testosterone Commonly called the 
‘male hormone’

Oestrogen Commonly called the 
‘female hormone’

• FSH. causes eggs to mature

• LH causes the egg to be 
released

Oestrogen 
and 
progesterone

maintain the lining of the 
uterus

IVF Used to treat infertility. 
Eggs are fertilised in a lab 
and then implanted once 
they have begun to 
divide. 

Contraception is used to plan 
pregnancies. This can involve hormone 
tablets or barrier methods.

B5 Homeostasis – Knowledge Organiser – Separate Science

Auxins Plant hormones responsible for 
tropisms.

Phototropism

When a plant grows towards a 
light source. The hormone auxin 
is produced in the tip of a shoot, 
and moves to the shaded side, 
causing faster cell elongation.

Gravitropism

When a plant grows in response 
to gravity. Auxin is pulled to the 
bottom of a plant. In roots, this 
slows cell elongation, in shoots 
auxin speeds up cell elongation.

Gibberellins

Hormones that cause seed 
germination. The can also cause 
flower growth and fruit 
production. They can be used to 
ripen fruit after it is picked so it 
can be transported without being 
damaged.



Section A Section C

1 What does Homeostasis mean? What does Oestrogen do?

2 What do receptors do? What does Testosterone do?

3 What does the co-ordination centre do? What is another name for the menstrual cycle?

4 What do effectors do? What hormone causes eggs to mature?

5 What is the difference between a sensory and a 
motor neurone?

What does IVF stand for? Higher Tier

Section B Section D

1 What is vasodilation? 1 Name one plant hormone

2 What happens when you shiver? 2 What is ‘phototropism’?

3 Give an example of a ‘negative feedback’ mechanism. 

Higher Tier

3 What is ‘Gravitropism’?

4 What does Insulin do? 4 What do Auxins do?

5 What does GLUCAGON do? 5 Why are Auxins sometimes used in weed killers?

B5 Homeostasis – Questions– Separate Science
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Year 11 – English - Romeo & Juliet - Knowledge Organiser

1 Context

1 Setting Play is set in Verona, Italy.

2 Society
Verona is a patriarchal society where men had all 
the power and women had much less freedom to 
decide who they married.

3 Family

Aristocratic families usually arranged marriages 
for their children in order to have more power 
and wealth. Family name was the most important 
way you were identified.

4 Violence

Written during the Elizabethan era where violence 
and rioting occurred in the streets. The state were 
trying to limit feuds and personal revenge as it 
was dangerous to society.

2 Characters

1 Juliet - 
Protagonist

Courageous; defiant; independent; quick-witted; 
resourceful; loving; magnanimous; peaceable.

2 Romeo - 
Protagonist

Lovelorn; defiant; amorous; rash; valiant; 
devoted; imaginative

3 Mercutio - 
Romeo’s Friend

Quick-witted; hot tempered; loyal; vulgar; cynical

4 Tybalt - Juliet’s 
cousin

Antagonistic; hot-tempered; loyal; violent; 
splenetic; contemptuous

5 Capulet - Juliet’s 
father

Controlling, authoritarian, loyal, harsh

6 Friar Lawrence 
- Head of the Church

Diplomatic, well intended, paternal

7 The Nurse Loving, caring, maternal.

3 Literary Techniques

1 Blank Verse
Most of Shakespeare’s plays are written in blank 
verse. Verse without rhyme – often uses iambic 
pentameter.

2
Iambic 
Pentameter

Ten syllables to a line – 5 stressed and 5 
unstressed. 

3 Aside
When a character says something that is meant 
to be heard by the audience but not by the 
other characters in the play.

4
Simile

Comparing two things using ‘like’ or ‘as’.

5 Metaphor
Describing something by saying that it is 
something else – He was a mountain.

6 Dramatic Irony
When the audience knows something that the 
character doesn’t.

7 Rhyming Couplet Two adjacent lines that rhyme. 

8 Soliloquy A character speaking their thoughts aloud.

9 Monologue A long piece of speech by one character.

10 Prose Writing in its ordinary form.

2 Characters continued

1 The Prince Authoritarian, lenient, peaceful, pragmatic

2 Lady Capulet - 
Juliet’s mother

Obedient, harsh, naive, immature

3 Benvolio Benevolent, peacekeeper, steadfast



Year 11 – English - Romeo & Juliet - Knowledge Organiser

4 Word Classes

1 Noun A person, place or thing

2 Common Noun Any generic person, place or thing

3 Proper Noun
A specific person, place or thing that 
always has a capital letter e.g. Ahmed, 
Algeria or Atlantic Ocean

4 Abstract Noun
An idea, concept or emotion that cannot 
be experienced physically with the five 
senses e.g. love, joy, courage

5 Pronoun
A word that takes the place of a noun 
e.g. I, he, she, it, that, they

6 Verb A doing (run, sing, fly) or being (am, was) 

7 Auxiliary Verb

A helper verb used when there is 
another main verb in the sentence. 
These can change tense or modality 
(am/was, go/went, might, must, will)

8 Adjective A word to describe a noun

9
Superlative 
Adjective

To express the extreme or highest degree 
of something, often ending with -est e.g. 
happiest, fastest, worst

10 Adverb
A word to modify a verb or adjective e.g 
quickly, almost, very, too 

5 Key Themes & Concepts

1 Identity
Power of names to express identity is a major 
concern in the play. All characters in the play are 
identified with the house they belong to. 

2 Family

R & J assert their individuality by breaking away 
from this tradition and embrace an identity that 
is not based on what family you were born into. 
They look to create a world where you are not 
defined by your second name but your first.

3 Patriarchy

Shakespeare subverts the traditional view that 
women in the Elizabethan era were meant to 
be modest and chaste as Juliet is the one who 
expresses a desire for a sexual relationship with 
Romeo and she is also the one suggests that 
they throw off their familial identity.

4 Love
Ultimately what the play shows is that love can 
triumph over hate.

5 Violence
It was a much more violent era than our own 
but Shakespeare suggests that violence will not 
solve anything.  The tragedy ends the violence.

6
Individual Vs 
Society

Because of their forbidden love, Romeo and 
Juliet are forced into conflict with the social 
world around them: family, friends, political 
authority, and even religion.

7 Fate

Are the lovers victims of fate and is their love 
doomed from the beginning is a question that 
the play asks but does not answer. If fate is to 
blame then does that mean nobody is at fault? 
Romeo and Juliet’s fate was to hate but they 
rebel against this way of seeing things. 



Knowledge Organiser Questions for English / Romeo and Juliet / Year 11

Week 1

Section 1:

Context

1. Where was the play set?

2. What is meant by the phrase “patriarchal society”?

3. Why did aristocratic families arrange marriages for their children?

4. In what era was the play set?

5. Why did the state try to limit violence?

Week 2

Characters

For each of the following characters, indicate which family they belong to, as well as list a personality trait.

1. Benvolio

2. Romeo

3. Tybalt

4. Juliet

5. Mercutio

Week 3

Literary

Techniques

1.  What is black verse?

2. What is an aside?

3. What does dramatic irony mean?

4. What is a rhyming couplet?

5. What is a soliloquy?

Week 4

Word

classes

1. What is an abstract noun?

2. What is a superlative adjective?

3. What is an adverb?

4. What is the difference between a common noun and a proper noun?

5. What is an auxiliary verb?

Week 5

Key themes

and

concepts

In your own words, explain your understanding of the following themes and concepts. Include how they relate

to the play.

1. Family

2. Identity

3. Revenge

4. Fate

5. Love

Week 6

All sections

1. What is an abstract noun?

2. What does dramatic irony mean?

3. What is meant by the phrase “patriarchal society”? (context section)

4. What is a monologue?

5. What does patriarchy mean?  Give examples from the play
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GCSE Citizenship year 10 Spring 2 Theme D Knowledge Organiser 
 

Week Key words Case Studies  Key Debates  

Week 1 : 
Playing 
your part 
in 
democracy 

General election= the election of 
representatives to a legislature (in the UK, 
to the House of Commons) from 
constituencies throughout the country. 
Turnout= the percentage of people who 
vote in an election (out of those who are 
eligible to vote.  
 

Voter turnout in general elections  

1992 77.7% 

1997 71.4% 

2001 59.4% 

2005 61.4% 

2010 65.1% 

2015 66.1% 

2017 68.7% 
 

Voting should be compulsory  
YES-Voting is compulsory in Australia and turnout is much higher as a 
result.  
-When voting is not compulsory, it is the young and people from low 
income backgrounds who are least likely to vote. They also need to be 
represented.  
NO -Freedom and choice is a key British value. People should not be 
forced to vote. 
-If people can’t be bothered to vote, then that is their choice.  

Week 2: 
Putting on 
the 
pressure  

Advocacy= publicly supporting an issue or 
proposal  
Direct action= action to bring about 
change, where citizens take matters into 
their own hands e.g. protest, occupation 
Indirect action= where citizens ask 
someone else to take action on their behalf  

Non-violent direct action used by MLK 
during civil rights movement. 
 
Direct action used by Suffragettes e.g. 
chaining themselves to railings and 
blowing up post boxes.  

Direct action is more effective than indirect action  
YES-Direct action means citizens take matters into their own hands, 
rather than relying on someone else to take action for them. This is 
empowering and there are many historical examples of direct action 
leading to change. 
NO-Indirect action uses proper democratic channels, like writing to an 
MP, who has been elected to represent the people.  

Week 3: 
Making a 
difference 

 

Volunteer= someone who works for free for a community 
E.g. every Christmas, thousands of volunteers help ‘Crisis at Christmas’ which is run by the homelessness charity Shelter and means homeless people have a nice 
meal and somewhere to stay over Christmas. If all the work done by volunteers was paid for, it would cost £50 billion. Volunteers are vital for running services 
that support local communities, although some people argue it lets the government get away with not funding social services properly.  

Week 4: 
Getting 
out the 
vote 

Proportional representation= a voting system where every vote counts (unlike First Past the Post). This means people are more likely to vote.  
How can we encourage more people to vote, apart from making it compulsory?  
-Make sure everyone is registered to vote. People who move house a lot, like students or people with insecure living arrangements, are unlikely to be registered.  
-Make politics engaging. Important ways for politicians to engage with voters include handing out leaflets, candidates going door to door and speaking to voters, 
having a strong social media presence.  
-Political education. Making high quality citizenship education compulsory and lowering the voting age to 16 would mean young people are much more likely to 
engage in politics.  



GCSE Citizenship year 10 Spring 2 Theme D Knowledge Organiser 

Week 5: 
Digital 
democracy 

Digital democracy = the use of online 
methods to support election campaigns and 
voting. Two types:  

Voting in elections online and using 

social media to encourage voting eg 

Estonia for 10 yrs. 

 Digital democracy is the best way to improve voter engagement  
YES -Voting online is much cheaper and more efficient than voting in person or by post.  
-Social media is a highly effective way to engage with a large numbers of people, especially young people.  
NO -Older people will struggle with voting online and would therefore be excluded from taking part in democracy.  
-Online voting could easily be hacked.  
-Online voting requires citizens to have ID cards, which many British people are against.  
-Social media is an echo chamber and people just see content that supports opinions they already have.  

 



Knowledge Organiser Questions for GCSE Citizenship Power and Influence Theme D:1

Week 1 1. Define the term ‘voter turnout’
2. Explain what happens during a general election
3. What was the voter turnout in 1992?
4. Give one argument why voting should be compulsory
5.       Give one argument why voting should not be compulsory

Week 2 1. What is direct action?
2. Give two examples of direct action?
3. Explain what is meant by indirect action
4. What is the key word? ‘Publicly supporting an issue or proposal’
5. ‘Direct action is more effective than indirect action!’ Give an
argument to support this statement

Week 3 1. What is a volunteer?
2. Why might someone volunteer?
3. If all the work done by volunteers was paid for, how much would it
cost?
4. During Christmas the charity Shelter run a project, what is it called?
5. What is the aim of this project?

Week 4 1. What is ‘Proportional representation’?
2. What is a benefit of Proportional representation’?
3. What can politicians do to engage with voters?
4. Give one way we can encourage more people to vote
5. Should the voting age be lowered to 16? Give your opinion/ be sure
to justify your view

Week 5 1. Define the term ‘Digital democracy’
2. What are the two types of digital democracy?
3. How many years has Estonia, an EU country, used online voting?

‘Digital democracy is the best way to improve voter engagement’
4. Give one reason why someone would agree with the above
statement
5. Give one reason why someone would disagree with the above
statement
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Unit 2: Topic 5a The UK’s Evolving Human Landscape A. Why are population, economic activity and settlements 
key elements of the human landscape?                                                                                                               
How do the urban core and rural periphery compare?                                               

B How are the regional disparities being reduced?                                              

Regional Disparity refers to differences between eco-
nomic performance and welfare between differ-
ent regions. Regional disparities are shown in different 
conditions of life as well as in unequal economic and 
development potential.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There are certain areas that qualify for assistance from 
the government.  Assisted Areas in north Wales, north 
west Scotland and Cornwall are rural areas facing isola-
tion and a lack of jobs.  In general people are poorer 
here than other parts of the UK.  Other Assisted Areas 
include former industrial areas such as South Wales 
and North-East England where a decline in coal, steel 
and ship building left unemployment and poverty.                                                                                                                      

 Urban core E.g.                      Rural periphery E.g. 

Population High, over 200 peo- Low,1-100 people per 

Age struc- Young adults, single Older people, some sin-

Economic 
Activities  

Retailing, large 
shops, offices, HQ’s, 
many jobs 

Farming, fishing, forest-
ry, mining, working 
from home, tourism, 

Settlement 

Conurbation, large 
town, high and low 
rise buildings. expen-

Market towns, villages, 
farms, low rise general-
ly cheaper 

C How does migration shape the UK economy and 
society?          
                                                                                                                         
Retirement migration                                                                                        
Older people moving within in a country when they 
retire.  The SW attracts many retirement migrants be-
cause of beautiful scenery, slower pace of life, lower 
crime rates and a sense of community.                                                                                                                                     

Rural to urban migration                                                                                        
In rural areas, apart from a few jobs in farming, fishing 
or mining/quarrying jobs opportunities are scarce so 
young people leave to find better jobs in the city leav-
ing a concentration of older people.    
 
                                                                                                                                                                               
D International migration                                                                                       
The UK government encouraged immigration from 
former British colonies in the Caribbean, India and 
Bangladesh during the 1950’s in response to shortage 
of workers reaching 1million by 1971.   
 
During the 1970’s there was no longer a shortage of 
workers and immigration was controlled by the gov-
ernment. Around 2004 and the enlargement of the EU 
saw young immigrants, 80% aged 18-34, from Eastern 
Europe especially Poland to cities such as London and 
Birmingham for jobs in industries or fruit farming.  In 
2014 560,000 immigrants arrived in the UK and during 
the period 2012-15 people fled from fighting in Syria 
and Afghanistan arrived in cities like Birmingham.                                                                                                                                    

D How is the UK economy changing?                                                                                   
There have been many changes in the UK economy in 
the last 50years in the primary, secondary, tertiary and 
quaternary sectors.   
 
These changes are best seen in two contrasting regions 
on the country, the NE and SE of England.       
                                                                                                                                 
How has the North East changed?                                                                                                                           
The economy of the NE used to be dominated by heavy 
industry e.g. coal mining/ shipbuilding.  
 
In the last 50 years this has declined due to foreign 
competition, high land and labour costs and end of coal 
deposits.   
 
In 1971, manufacturing was 40% of employment but in 
2011, this was only 10%. Between 2007 – 2013, unem-
ployment rose quickly to 8%.  
 
The contribution of the area to national GDP is only 2%. 
 
Between 2011-12, child poverty rates in Middlesbrough 
and Newcastle rose 39% on average.  
 
In rural areas, economy still relies heavily on agricul-
ture. Mining, fishing and quarrying are very small scale. 
Manufacturing is based in urban areas but employs 
fewer people due to increase in machines and new 
technology. Manufacturing, especially chemicals, are 
still important but employ fewer people with improved 
technology and Nissan employ 4000.  Tertiary activities 
have increased (257,000) which has reduced unemploy-
ment slightly, 22% of all employment.        

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                               

E. How has the South East changed?                                                                                           
Primary industries are mainly centred on farming in rural 
areas with some of the most prosperous farms in Britain. 
Manufacturing industry is growing rapidly, mainly in ur-
ban areas and along the M4 corridor, a centre for light 
industries in electronic s and engineering.  The region is 
very important for tertiary and quaternary industries in 
financial and business service firms.  Unemployment is 
low,6% and prosperity is high compared to the NE.    
 
Why is the South East so attractive to industries?      
 
Transport—M25 motorway network and railways. 72% of 
UK freight was carried on roads in the south-east. It has 4 
major airports e.g. Heathrow and ports e.g. Southamp-
ton.                                                                                                           
 
Markets and labour— a market of 19million people, 
skilled labour from Oxbridge and London Universities. 
 
Political— Close to national government.  Previous gov-
ernments encouraged movement from London to the 
South East.                                                               
 
Geographical—transport routes radiate from London and 
its close to the channel tunnel giving access to Europe.                                         

Advantages Disadvantages 

Creates demand for ser-

vices, shops and social ac-

tivities creating jobs locally 

Healthcare pressure, 

house price rise, young 

people move out 

Advantages Disadvantages 

Source of cheap  unskilled 

(construction) and skilled 

labour (doctors/nurses).  

Benefits of a youthful pop-

ulation. Introduced to new 

Puts pressure on ser-

vices e.g. housing, 

healthcare, education, 

social unrest   
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Section C: The Treaty of Versailles 

LAND: Lost 13% of their territory (including entire empire), lost 10% of industry and 
15% of agricultural land. Eg: Alsace Lorraine to France; West Prussia and Posen to 
Poland; the Saarland was administered by the League of Nations.  
ARMY: Limited to 100,000 men; no air force, submarines, tanks or heavy artillery 
allowed; no naval vessels over 10,000 tons. The Rhineland was demilitarised and 
occupied by Allied soldiers for 15 years. 
MONEY: Germany forced to pay for the damage caused by the war: £6.6 billion in 
reparations, mainly to France and Belgium. They had to give cattle and sheep as 
part of the reparations payments; coal was mined by the French in the Saarland. 
BLAME: Germany had to accept sole blame for starting the war (Article 231 or the 
War Guilt Clause). This was the most unpopular condition of the Treaty. 

Germans could not participate in negotiations. Many felt that accepting all 
responsibility for WWI was unfair. They felt the reparations would cripple them. 

Section B: Creation of the Weimar Republic, January 1919

 

Reichstag – elected by proportional representation (PR) every 4 years. 

PR: A system which takes all votes into account. Meant that multiple small parties 

made decisions collaboratively; a fair but slow and sometimes ineffective system. 

Section D: Political Uprisings 

SPARTACIST UPRISING: The Spartacists, led by Rosa Luxemburg and Karl Liebknecht, were a group of radical socialists who rebelled in Berlin in Jan 1919. However, many 
Germans were terrified of Communism in Russia so the Spartacists were not hugely popular, especially amongst ex-soldiers. 
A general strike was declared on January 6th 1919. Over 100,000 workers were involved in the action and rebellion. During the strike the Spartacists seized key government 
buildings including the telegraph offices.  
The Spartacists did scare the Weimar Government as Ebert (the leader) and his government fled Berlin and ran away to the city of Weimar. The rising was stopped by the 
Freikorps who hated communism: they had weapons and murdered Rosa Luxemburg and Karl Liebknecht. 
In March, a further Communist rising was put down with great ferocity – 1,000 people were killed! 
KAPP PUTSCH: March 1920: Wolfgang Kapp (a right-wing nationalist) led the ex-soldiers (Freikorps). The Putsch was a revolt against the ‘November Criminals’ who had 
‘stabbed Germany in the back’ by signing the ToV. On March 13th 1920, the Kapp Putsch seized Berlin and proclaimed that a new nationalist government was being 
established.  
The Putsch forced the Weimar government to leave Berlin – once again undermining the government’s status. The Kapp Putsch was stopped when workers called for a general 
strike to stop those who supported Kapp. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Section E: Hyperinflation and Invasion of the Ruhr 
Inflation: Inflation had started during WW1. This means that prices go up when wages do not so it becomes harder to pay for things as they get more expensive. The gov 
printed more money to pay for the war and the Weimar government printed more to pay for reparations, which made money lose its value.  

French invasion of the Ruhr 1923: Germany could not afford to pay the reparations set out in the ToV at 100 million per year, requested extra time to pay but France refused. 
Therefore in Jan 1923 the French invaded the Ruhr, an industrial area in Rhineland (so no German troops there) to take iron and coal instead of money. Workers went on strike 
and refused to work for the occupying French forces. This increased inflation further as less was being produced. Some Germans reacted sabotaged machines and flooded 
mines - some strikers were killed in retaliation by the French. 
EFFECTS: Initially united Germany as Weimar gov backed passive resistance but later led to hyperinflation and showed weakness of gov who could not defend Germany. 

Hyperinflation: Jan 1921 – 65 marks (German currency) = $1; July 1922 – 493 marks = $1; Jan 1923 – 17, 9762 marks= $1, November 1923 – 4.2 billion marks = $1 
EFFECTS: Massive price rises; wages did not rise in the same way so people could not pay for food; people lost savings; the poor starved; middle class lost faith in Weimar gov to 
handle the economy. People turned to extreme parties eg Nazis and Communists to escape problems. 

 

  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Section A: Effects of WW1 

Germany surrendered in WW1 on 11th November 1918 and signed an armistice to end the fighting with Britain, France and the USA. 

1. Psychological effects: People needed someone to blame. Politicians were called the ‘November Criminals’ for surrendering and signing the Treaty of Versailles and accused 

of ‘stabbing Germany in the back’.  

2. Physical Effects: Starvation, hunger. The British blockaded German ports so no food could get in. Farmers had become soldiers so less was produced. An outbreak of Spanish 

influenza killed millions of people across Europe and hit Germany especially hard due to a lack of food and medicine. 

3.  Political Effects: People began to join radical political parties like the Communists or Freikorps. The Kaiser fled and was replaced by a new republic. 5 million German 

soldiers were released from the army, with no jobs and little money. They were angry and turned to crime in many areas. Political turmoil and unrest followed. 

4. Economic Effects: Germany had suffered over 2 million casualties in the war. The cost of providing war pensions for ‘widows’ of the soldiers and disability benefits was huge. 

Key word Definition  

Anti-Semitism hatred of the Jews 

Armistice The end of fighting in WWI 

Constitution  The basic principles according to which 
a country is governed 

Dolchstoss The ‘Stabbed in the Back’ theory 

Freikorps Private armies set up by senior German 
army officers at the end of WWI, 
mainly made up of ex-soldiers 

Hyperinflation When money loses value and the price 
of goods goes up very quickly 

Kaiser  German Emperor or King 

League of 
Nations 

Organisation to keep peace after WWI 

Left-wing Politicians and parties which favour 
socialism 

November 
Criminals 

Name given to German politicians who 
accepted the armistice which ended 
WWI 

Passive 
Resistance 

Opposition to a government, without 
using violence (as with the Invasion of 
the Ruhr) 

Putsch Attempted takeover of the government 

Reichstag German Parliament 

Reparations  War compensation (money) paid by 
Germany after WWI 

Right-wing Politicians who  favour nationalism  

Weimar 
Republic 

The government that existed in 
Germany from 1919 to 1933 

 

Date  Event 

Nov 1918 Loss of WWI and Armistice signed 

Jan 1919 Weimar Republic set up 

Jan 1919 Spartacist Rising 

June 1919 Treaty of Versailles signed  

13th Mar 1920 Kapp Putsch 

1922 First payment for ToV was due 

Jan 1923 Invasion of the Ruhr and passive 
resistance 

Aug 1923 Stresemann becomes Chancellor 

Nov 1923 Hyperinflation 

 

KO1: The Weimar Republic 

Section F: Key Events 

http://www.historylearningsite.co.uk/rosa_luxemburg.htm
http://www.historylearningsite.co.uk/karl_liebknecht.htm


 

Knowledge Organiser Questions for History – Nazi Germany Topic 1 – Y11 – Term 3 

Section A 1. When did Germany sign the Armistice? 

2. What did Germans call the government who surrendered in the war?  

3. Which disease killed millions across Europe after WW1? 

4. Name two radical parties people joined after the war. 

5. How many German soldiers were dropped from the army without a new job? 

Section B 1. When was the Weimar Republic created? 

2. Who was in charge of everything? 

3. What is proportional representation? 

4. What was a problem with proportional representation? 

5. What did Article 48 state? 

Section C 1. How much territory did Germany lose after the war? 

2. How many men was the army reduced to? 

3. What wasn’t Germany allowed anymore? 

4. How much money did Germany have to pay in reparations? 

5. What was the other name of the War Guilt Clause? 

Section D 1. Who led the Spartacist Uprising? 

2. What kind of people were involved in the Spartacist Uprising? 

3. What was a consequence of the Spartacist Uprising for the Weimar government? 

4. What kind of people were involved in the Kapp Putsch? 

5. How was the Kapp Putsch put down (ended)? 

Section E 1. What is inflation? 

2. How much was Germany meant to pay France each year under the Treaty of Versailles? 

3. What did the French take over in the Ruhr? 

4. Give two ways people resisted the French in the Ruhr. 

5. How much was the mark worth in November 1923? 

Section F 1. When was the Treaty of Versailles signed? 

2. When was the Kapp Putsch? 

3. When was the first payment for the Treaty of Versailles? 

4. When did the French invade the Ruhr? 

5. When did Stresemann become Chancellor? 
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Week 1 - Arrays and Subprograms 

 

 

Computer Science GCSE  - 2.2.3 Programming Techniques, 2.3.1 Defensive Design & 2.3.2 Testing 

Sub programs  

A program within a program—reusable code , help avoid 

repeating code 

Function  - similar to procedures but return a value 

Procedure - sets of instructions stored under one name 

Procedures & Functions—give structure to programs & 

reduce amount of code required. 

Arrays 

An Array is an immutable set of data, of the same data type, 

grouped under a one identifier. Eg. Array = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] or 

Names = [“Ted”, “Ben”, “Mo”] 

Arrays can also be two-dimensional (2D). 

 

 

 

Week 3 - Validation 

 

 

 Week 2 - Defensive Design 

Defensive Design is an approach to software development that aims to produce robust and 

reliable programs. 

Reliable programs work as intended under many different conditions / situations. 

Robust programs handle unexpected inputs and data without crashing and without being 

tricked into malicious action. 

Testing is to check that a program works as intended under good conditions and copes with 

errors when given bad data. 

Need to know 

Defensive Design 

Maintainability 

Testing 

Syntax and Logic Errors 

Selecting Suitable Test Data 



Computer Science GCSE  - 2.3.2 Testing, 1.5.1 Operating System & 1.5.2 Utility Software 

Week 5  - Operating System 

An operating system (or 'OS') controls the general operation of a computer, and pro-

vides an easy way for us to interact with computers and run applications.  

Each peripheral is programmed with its own machine code. Each has its own rules that 

dictate how it transmits data values between the computer and the device.  

The OS uses applications called utilities which allow the user to manage the computer. 

They are often accessed via a special menu or control panel in the OS.  

 

The OS controls: 

Memory Management 

Controls where the programs go in memory when being run. 

User Interface 

Provides a method of interaction with the user.  

Multi-tasking  

Allows more than one program to run at once by sharing CPU time between programs. 

Peripheral Management & driver software 

Manages all Input, Output and Storage devices. Allows the OS and the external hard-

ware such as printers, USB’s etc to talk to each other 

Security 

Protects the machine to ensure it is free from harmful viruses or unwanted access. 

File and Disk Management 

Helps to store files (images, music, documents etc) and their file extensions, helps you 

organise and search for files 

Disk management such as space on hard drives, and utility software such as disk 

defragmentation software. 

User management 

The OS can deal with User accounts – single or multi users – eg. More than one person 

can us a computer at once. It also allows for use access, e.g. logging in to a system and 

having access to certain files and permissions etc. OS is also responsible for things like 

biometric  anti-theft measures, fingerprint, and retina scanners. 

Week 4 - Testing 

 Keyword Definition 

Validation Rules to determine whether data entered is valid—meets certain 

criteria 

Sanitation Removing unwanted characters from entered data  

Verification Checking whether something has been copied correctly 

Authentication The process of checking that a person or system is authorised to use 

a system. 

Maintainable Code that can be  easily read, understood, and fixed by other 

programmers. 

Iterative 

Testing 

Testing happens continually during development, with results fed back 

into the development process 

Final/Terminal 

Testing 

Testing at the end of development 

Syntax Error An error in the way the code is written 

Logic Error Logical mistakes. The program runs, but unintended outcome 

produced. 

Week 6 - Systems Software 

Software the programs and other operating information used by a computer.  

Application An application is any program, or group of programs, that is de-

Platform Any hardware or software used to host an application or service.  

Operating system The program that, after being initially loaded into the computer by 
a boot program, manages all the other programs in a computer.  

Utility software System software designed to help to analyze, configure, optimize or 

File management A type of software that manages data files in a computer system.  

Peripheral man-
agement 

Controls peripheral devices (input/output) by sending them com-
mands in their own computer language.   



Knowledge Organiser: Homework Questions   

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 

1) What is a subprogram ? 

2) What does a subprogram contain ? 

3) What is the difference between a        

Procedure and a Function ? 

4) What is a procedure ? 

5) How do procedures and functions help a 

program ?  

1) What is defensive design ? 

2) How do reliable programs work ? 

3) What can robust programs handle ? 

4) Testing checks a program can cope with 

what ? 

5) Testing checks a programs works as 

expected under what ? 

1) What does a range check do ? 

2) What does a presence check do ? 

3) What is a format check ? 

4) What is a length check ? 

5) What does a presence check look for ? 

Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 

1) What is Validation ? 

2) What is Verification ? 

3) What is Final / Terminal Testing ? 

4) What is Iterative Testing ? 

5) What is a Logic Error ? 

1) What is Multi-tasking? 

2) How does an operating system provide 

security? 

3) What are the applications called that an 

Operating System uses? 

4) Name two things an Operating System 

helps with for File Management ? 

5) What is a user interface designed to do ? 

1) What is an application ?  

2) What is a platform ?  

3) What is an Operating system?  

4) What is Utility Software ? 

5) What is File Management ? 
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Y11 French Knowledge Organiser: Autumn 1 Bon travail (Work and Jobs - Theme 3)

Q1 Which orientation you attracts? Quelle orientation t’attire?

1 Before everything I wish to have a profession
which is not only enriching on the plan intellectual
but also well paid.

Avant tout je souhaite avoir un métier qui est non seulement
enrichissant sur le plan intellectuel, mais aussi bien rémunéré.

2 That me used to interest of to do career in the IT
and the telecommunications as at my opinion it's a
sector of the future.

Ça m’intéressait de faire carrière dans l'informatique et les
télécommunications car à mon avis c’est un secteur d'avenir.

3 The important for me it is of to have a profession
which me pleases and which is well paid.

L’important pour moi c'est d’avoir un métier qui me plaît et qui
est bien payé.

4 More late I would like to work at the abroad so a
training in IT me would permit of it to do.

Plus tard j’aimerais travailler à l’étranger alors une formation en
informatique me permettrait de le faire.

5 For the majority of youths, the important it's of to
become graduated and of to do something of
satisfying in the life.

Pour la plupart de jeunes l'important c’est de devenir diplômé
et de faire quelque chose de satisfaisant dans la vie.

Q2 What are your plans for the future? Quels sont tes projets pour l’avenir?
1 After to have finished my exams this summer I

would like to go in holidays with my friends before
of to take the A-levels (baccalaureate).

Après avoir terminé mes examens cet été j’aimerais aller en
vacances avec mes amis avant de passer le Bac.

2 After to have left the school I would like to go at
the university for to continue my studies.

Après avoir quitté le collège je voudrais aller à la fac pour
continuer mes études.

3 Then after to be went the universities he needs
that I do of my best of to find the good job which
me pleases.

Puis après être allé(e) à la fac il faut que je fasse de mon mieux
de trouver un bon emploi qui me plaît.

4 More late I have desire of myself to marry or of
myself get a civil partnership and I have the
intention of to have several children.

Plus tard j’ai envie de me marier ou de me pacser et j’ai
l’intention d’avoir plusieurs enfants.

5 I hope to take a year sabbatical for to do the tour
of the world and my aim is of to do of the
volunteering during this time there.

J’espère prendre une année sabbatique pour faire le tour du
monde et mon but est de faire du bénévolat pendant ce temps
là.

Q3 Is it that it is important to have a small job? Est-ce que c’est important d’avoir un petit job?
1 I would say that it's essential for the youths of to

have a small job as that you helps at to improve
your skills.

Je dirais que c’est essentiel pour les jeunes d’avoir un petit job
car ça t’aide à améliorer tes compétences.

2 I have already had a little job. I founded a club of
football for the children of my former school
primary.

J’ai déjà eu un petit job. J’ai fondé un club de foot pour les
enfants de mon ancienne école primaire.

3 I do sometimes of the babysitting also for to earn
of the money and that me pleases enormously.

Je fais parfois du babysitting aussi pour gagner de l’argent et ça
me plaît énormément.

4 The weekend last I have had to look after (keep)
the daughter of my neighbours. I am occupied of
she and I her have taken at her lesson of dance.

Le weekend dernier j’ai dû garder la fille de mes voisins. Je me
suis occupé(e) d’elle et je l’ai emmenée à son cours de danse.



5 4 to look after of children it needs to know so to
adapt and to organise but before all it needs to
have of the patience.

Pour s’occuper d’enfants il faut savoir s’adapter et s’organiser
mais avant tout il faut avoir de la patience.

Q4 How can one to improve ones skills? Comment peut-t-on améliorer ses compétences?
1 There are several means for to improve ones skills

so that one can to find a better job.
Il y a plusieurs moyens pour améliorer ses compétences afin
qu’on puisse trouver un meilleur emploi.

2 I speak several languages including the English and
the French but more late I will try of to learn the
Japanese

Je parle plusieurs langues, dont l’anglais et le français mais plus
tard, j'essaierai d’apprendre le japonais

3 as one says that it's a language important for the
world of the business so that is going to to increase
my chances of employment.

car on dit que c’est une langue importante pour le monde du
commerce alors ça va augmenter mes chances d’embauche.

4 One could also to do an internship in order of to
learn at to communicate with some customers and
to work with the others.

On pourrait aussi faire un stage afin d'apprendre à
communiquer avec des clients et travailler avec les autres.

5 The thing the most important it's of to be
enthusiastic in in it which concerns the learning of
new things.

La chose la plus importante c’est d’être enthousiaste en ce qui
concerne l'apprentissage de nouvelles choses.

Q5 What are the advantages/the disadvantages of a
such job?

Quels sont les avantages/les inconvénients d’un tel boulot?

1
Certain professions require certain skills by
example for to work in the business he needs to be
trustworthy.

Certains métiers nécessitent certaines compétences par
exemple pour travailler dans le commerce il faut être digne de
confiance.

2 if one works in a shop a disadvantage of this
profession it is that the hours are quite loaded.

Si on travaille dans un magasin un inconvénient de ce métier,
c’est que les horaires sont assez chargés.

3 It is the same thing in the hotel business and the
restaurant business especially during the summer
when there are more of customers.

C’est la même chose dans l'hôtellerie et la restauration surtout
pendant l’été quand il y a plus de clients.

4 As nurse the profession is is gratifying but by
against, the work is very tiring and difficult.

Comme infirmier/infirmière, le métier est gratifiant mais par
contre le travail est très fatiguant et difficile.

5 An advantage of to be plumber is that one can to
resolve the problems of the others.

Un avantage d’être plombier est qu’on peut résoudre les
problèmes des autres.



Y11 German Knowledge Organiser: Autumn 1

Q1 What had you by work-practice do? Was musstest du beim Arbeitspraktikum machen?

1 I had-to files file and forms out-fill. Ich musste Akten abheften und Formulare ausfüllen.

2 Sometimes had-to I tea or coffee make. Manchmal musste ich Tee oder Kaffee machen.

3 I had-to of-course on-time arrive, Ich musste natürlich rechtzeitig ankommen,

4 and smart clothes wear. und schicke Klamotten tragen.

5 Happily had-to I no calls make! Glücklicherweise musste ich keine Telefonanrufe machen!

Q2 What *You first did? Was haben Sie zuerst gemacht?
1 At the school had I maths, history and German as

effort-subjects.
An der Schule hatte ich Mathe, Geschichte und Deutsch als
Leistungsfächer.

2 Then * I the high-school-finish at the uni did. Dann habe ich den Hochschulabschluss an der Uni gemacht.

3 I * two practical years did. Ich habe zwei Praktikumsjahre gemacht.

4 Subsequently * I at a firm my first job as
computer-programmer got.

Anschließend habe ich bei einer Firma meinen ersten Job als
Informatiker bekommen.

5 I work now part-time as computer-programmer,
what I extremely interesting find.

Ich arbeite jetzt Teilzeit als Informatiker, was ich äußerst
interessant finde.

Q3 Which character-qualities needs man? Welche Charaktereigenschaften braucht man?
1 In-order actor to be, must man confident and

communicative be.
Um Schauspieler zu sein, muss man selbstbewusst und
kommunikativ sein.

2 In-order doctor to be, must man intelligent and
hardworking be.

Um Arzt zu sein, muss man intelligent und fleißig sein.

3 In-order trainer to be, must man friendly and
sporty be.

Um Trainer zu sein, muss man freundlich und sportlich sein.

4 In-order programmer to be, must man
computer-experienced and intelligent be.

Um Programmierer zu sein, muss man computererfahren
und intelligent sein.

5 In-order teacher to be, must man patient and
creative be.

Um Lehrer zu sein, muss man geduldig und kreativ sein.

Q4 What are your dreams for the work-world? Was sind deine Träume für die Arbeitswelt?
1 As child wanted I builder become, because I Bob

loved.
Als Kind wollte ich Bauarbeiter werden, weil ich Bob liebte.

2 But now know I, that this profession bad paid and
dangerous is.

Aber jetzt weiß ich, dass dieser Beruf schlecht bezahlt und
gefährlich ist.

3 My sister wanted already always librarian become,
but that find I stinky-boring.

Meine Schwester wollte schon immer Bibliothekarin
werden, aber das finde ich stinklangweilig.

4 Now would-like I lawyer become, because this
profession good paid is,

Jetzt möchte ich Anwalt werden, weil dieser Beruf gut
bezahlt ist,

5 and because I people help want. und weil ich Leuten helfen will.

Q5 Why learns man a language? Warum lernt man eine Sprache?

1
I learn German, because I later in Germany work
want.

Ich lerne Deutsch, weil ich später in Deutschland arbeiten
will.

2 I find it also important, that man with people in
their mother-language communicate can.

Ich finde es auch wichtig, dass man mit Leuten in ihrer
Muttersprache kommunizieren kann.

3 I learn French, in-order the country better
to-get-to-know.

Ich lerne Französisch, um das Land besser kennenzulernen.

4 I want Chinese learn, in-order to China
out-to-wander.

Ich will Chinesisch lernen, um nach China auszuwandern.

5 Actually learn I German, only because it
compulsory-subject is.

Eigentlich lerne ich Deutsch, nur weil es Pflichtfach ist.



Y11 Spanish Knowledge Organiser: Autumn 1

Q1 In what do you want to work one day? ¿En qué quieres trabajar algún día?

1 I am a journalist and my sister is a waitress Soy periodista y mi hermana es camarera

2 My dad is a policeman and my mum is a fire-fighter Mi padre es policia y mi madre es bombera

3 I am neither ambitious nor organised No soy ambicioso ni organizado

4 It is a manual and varied job Es un trabajo manual y variado

5 I would like to be a plumber Me gustaría ser fontanero

Q2 What do you do to earn money? ¿Qué haces para ganar dinero?
1 I cook and clean plates in a restaurant Cocino y lavo los platos en un restaurante

2 I do the hoovering and iron clothes at home Paso la aspiradora y plancho ropa en casa

3 Every week I set and clear the table Cada semana pongo y quito la mesa

4 I usually mow the lawn Suelo cortar el césped

5 I help with the chores at home Ayudo con las tareas en casa

Q3 Work experience, is it worth it? ¿ Las prácticas laborales ? merecen la pena?
1 I did my work experience in a school Hice mis prácticas laborales en un colegio

2 Everyday ended at six thirty in the evening Cada día terminaba a las seis y media por la tarde

3 the first day I arrived early El primer día llegue temprano

4 I liked working there Me gustó trabajar allí

5 My colleagues were very nice Mis colegas eran muy agradables

Q4 Why learn a language? ¿Por qué aprender idiomas?
1 It allows you to work or study abroad Te permite trabajar o estudiar en el extranjero

2 It helps you get to know new places Te ayuda a conocer nuevos sitios

3 to improve your employment prospects Mejorar tus perspectivas laborales

4 It opens the mind Te abre la mente

5 It improves the memory and helps you solve
problems

Mejora la memoria y te ayuda a solucionar problemas

Q5 How would you spend a gap year? ¿Cómo pasarías un año sabático?

1
I would teach English in an orphanage Enseñaría inglés en un orfanato

2 I would support an environmental project Apoyaría un proyecto medioambiental

3 if I were more ambitious Si fuera más ambiciosa

4 it is so important to help others Es importantísimo ayudar a los demás

5 If I could take a gap year Si pudiera tomarme un año sabático
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Types of Subjunctive Clauses

Clause Type Characteristics Example

cum clause ● cum (adverb) + subjunctive verb When the boy was walking near the river, he fell into

the water.

puer, cum prope flumen ambularet, in aquam cecidit.

Indirect Question:  question that you do not

hear from the speaker’s mouth; a form of

reported speech

ex.  “Do you want to go out with me?”  vs.

He asked if I wanted to go out with him.

● head verb

○ cogitare

○ intellegere

○ rogare

○ scio, nescio

● interrogative (question word)

○ quid, quis, quo, quomodo, cur

● subjunctive verb

The father asked his daughter what she had bought in

the forum.

pater  filiam  rogavit quid  in  foro  emisset.

Indirect Command:  commands (or other

attempts to persuade or influence someone)

that you don't hear straight from the speaker's

mouth.

● “command” verb

○ manere

○ rogare

○ persuadere

○ imperare

○ iubere

● ut/ne

● subjunctive verb

You asked me to write a letter to you.

me rogavisti ut epistulam tibi scriberem.

The centurion ordered us not to leave.

centurio nos imperavit ne abiremus.

Purpose Clause:  describes the reason or

purpose for doing the main action of the

sentence

● ut/ne

● subjunctive verb

The soldiers breached the wall in order to enter the city.

milites murum ruperunt ut urbem intrarent.

Result Clause: describes the result or

consequence of the main action/clause in the

sentence

● “ding ding” word

○ tam

○ adeo

○ tantus, a, um

○ talis, talis

○ tot

● ut

● subjunctive verb

There were so many Roman soldiers that the Britons fled.

tot milites Romani erant ut Britanni fugerent.
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MEAT POULTRY AND FISH
What do I need to understand 

and write about??

Pointers for buying Buying

Processing

Vegetarian diets

What meat is and 
the different types

Science   

Storage, cooking and uses

Nutritional values

YEAR 10 GCSE FOOD PREPARATION AND NUTRITIONMEAT, POULTRY, OFFAL, GAME AND FISH
• Meat refers to the muscle and flesh animals reared by farmers  

eg cows, lambs and pigs, and ‘poultry’ birds including chickens, 
ducks  and turkeys.  This is provided as our food.

NAME OF 
MEAT

SOURCE (WHERE 
FROM)

EXTRA INFORMATION 

BEEF Almost always comes 
from farm-reared cows

Organic beef is the most 
expensive owing to 
farming standards having 
being certified at all 
stages of the meat 
production

VEAL Comes from young male 
cows (under a year old)

Increasing in popularity 
owing to animal welfare 
standard improvements.

PORK All meat from pigs is a 
type of pork.

LAMB Meat from sheep under 
a year old

POULTRY Chicken, turkey, goose, 
duck, poussin (young 
chicken), guinea fowl

A very popular food in 
the UK
Common on restaurant 
and takeaway menus

MEAT Is sourced from animals

POULTRY Is the name given to domestic fowl reared on farms 
for their meat.  Examples are chicken and turkey

OFFAL Is the name given to edible (eatable) internal organs 
of the animal 

GAME Refers to meat sourced usually from wild animals eg.
rabbit.   However, it can also mean met from birds 

such as pheasant, pigeon, partridge, grouse and 
woodcock. LESS POPULAR MEAT MAIN FEATURES

HORSEMEAT is still quite controversial. • has a lower fat content 
than beef. • has a higher omega-3 than beef. • has 
a similar taste to beef. • has moral implications – is 
it a meat which should be eaten?

GOAT is referred to as ‘kid’ or goat. • is popular in 
Caribbean dishes. • around 80% of the world’s 
population have goat in their diet. • is beginning to 
increase in popularity on menus the UK.

OFFAL • is made from parts of the insides (heart, liver, 
lungs, kidneys, stomach lining), extremities (feet, 
tails, ears) and head (brain, tongue) of animals. • is 
used in dishes such as steak and kidney pie, black 
pudding and pâté. • does not store well, so must be 
prepared soon after slaughter. • has a long shelf life 
once processed

VENISON • is meat from deer. • is also classified as game 
meat but deer for meat are often raised on farms. • 
is a red meat that is leaner than beef. • has a 
distinct flavour.

SECTION B

SECTION C

SECTION A



POULTRY
• Poultry is a generic term used for domestic fowl bred for food, 

and includes:
• Poultry is a very popular food in the UK
• It has both white and dark meats, with much less fat than 

other poultry. 
• Chickens bred for meat are called broilers.
• Chickens bred for eggs are called layers.
• Can be bought whole or jointed (thighs, wings, breast).
• Poultry is reared in different ways:

POULTRY REARING DESCRIPTION

Indoors in large numbers
slaughtered at about 40-days old

Free range • chickens can roam outside and 
graze • reared in large sheds • 
slaughtered at about 56-days old

Organic given organic food • allowed to 
roam the field • slaughtered at 
80 days • meat is more 
expensive

Different types of poultry: 
• chickens
• turkeys
• geese
• ducks
• Quails
• pheasants
• emus
• ostriches
• pigeons.

Different types of chicken 
• Poussin
• Spring chicken
• Chicken
• Boiling fowl
• Capon

DIFFERENT TYPES OF MEAT:  Poultry

YEAR 10 GCSE FOOD PREPARATION AND NUTRITION

Chicken and Nutrition: 
• Chicken meat contains protein
• Has a low percentage of fat (mostly located just 

under the skin)
• Has  a high percentage of unsaturated fatty acids. 

Hence it is easy to eat and digest.
Chicken and Quality points
• Chicken should have plum breast, 

pliable breast bones and firm flesh
• Skin should be white and unbroken

TURKEY

PHEASANT

PIGEON

DUCK

GUINEA FOWL

GOOSE

QUAIL

Chicken and Description
• Chicken has both white and dark meats.
• It has much less fat than other poultry
• Chickens bred for meat are called broilers
• Chickens bred for eggs are called layers

Chicken and description
• Chickens have a squat 

rounded appearance
• Male chickens are called 

cocks or roosters
• Female chickens are hens

TYPE OF CHICKEN DESCRIPTION

Chicken Can be bought whole or jointed (cut into thighs, 
wings and breast)

Spring chicken A spring chicken is a young chicken having tender 
meat

Poussin Poussins are very young chickens. 
A poussin weighs 500 – 800g.  
One bird serves one person

Capon Capons are neutered cockerels weighing 2.5 – 5g.  
Neutering produces a bird with tender flesh

Boiling fowl A boiling fowl is a chicken older than 18 months, 
weighing between 2 and 3.5kg and not suitable 
for roasting

SECTION D
SECTION E 

SECTION F



YEAR 11 FOOD PREPARATION 
AND NUTRITION

1. Descale and remove the fins.
2. Cut into the top of the fish on one side of the 

tail; detach the backbone from head to tail cut 
under the flesh towards the tail and detach the 
cut piece

3. Cut along the curved rib bones and finish 
detaching the fillet at the head.  Turn the fish 
over and repeat to remove the second fillet

1. Remove the legs and thighs by making a cut 
between the main body and the leg and thigh 
and popping the joint out. Turn the bird over 
and cut around the oysters. Then follow the 
natural bone structure of the bird to trim the leg 
and thigh away.

2. Cut through the middle joint of the leg to 
separate into thigh and drumstick.

3. Remove the wings by finding the natural joint 
and cutting through it.

4. Remove the breasts either by using a knife to 
follow the angle of the breastbone, pulling the 
whole breast away from the carcass, or by 
snipping through the breastbone with poultry 
shears, then snipping down the fat line on the 
other side of the breast (this keeps the bone 
attached and is preferable if roasting the jointed 
chicken).

HOW TO FILLET ROUND FISH

HOW TO PORTION CHICKEN 
INTO EIGHT PIECES



Section Year 10 KO Questions  MEAT, POULTRY FISH AND EGGS

SECTION A 1. Name the four main sources of meat
2. Describe the structure of meat
3. Where does offal come from?
4. Which type of meat is usually sourced from wild animals?
5. Which type of beef is the most expensive?

SECTION B 1. Name two types of poultry
2. Where does veal come from?
3. Which is the most popular food in the UK?
4. What age is a sheep for it to be called lamb?
5. Which meat has become increasingly popular?

SECTION C 1. Name four less popularly eaten meat
2. Which meat may have moral implications?
3. Which meat is popular in Caribbean dishes?
4. Give three examples of sources of offal
5. Describe venison

SECTION D 1. What is the difference between broilers and layers?
2. When poultry is indoors, when is it slaughtered?
3. How are organic chickens fed?
4. Describe living conditions for free range poultry
5. What is a disadvantage of having organic chicken?

SECTION E 1. Describe the appearance of chicken
2. How much fat does a chicken have in comparison to other poultry?
3. What is the advantage of chicken having a high percentage of unsaturated fatty acids?
4. Describe the skin of a good quality chicken

SECTION E 1. What type of meat is typical of a spring chicken?
2. What is a capon?
3. Describe a poussin and who it serves. 



THE SCIENCE OF COOKING FOOD
What do I need to understand 

and write about??

How to prevent nutrient loss when 
preparing and cooking food Methods of transferring 

heat to food

The science behind prepared and cooked foods – proteins, fats, 
carbohydrates, effects of oxygen, pH, enzymes, microorganisms

Why do we 
cook food?

YEAR 11 GCSE FOOD PREPARATION AND NUTRITION

SECTION B

SECTION C

Key definitions
1. Radiation: heat travels from its 

source in direct rays until it falls 
on an object in its path.

2. Conduction: heat is transferred 
through a solid object by 
contact.

3. Convection: movement of 
heated particles of gases or 
liquids. On heating, the 
particles expand, become less 
dense and rise. The colder 
particles sink to take their 
place, thus causing convection 
currents, which distribute heat. 

REASONS WHY WE COOK FOOD

REASON EXAMPLE

To make food safe to eat – heat 
kills pathogenic bacteria

Meat, fish, kidney beans

To soften the food, making it 
easier to chew, swallow and 
digest

Tenderised meat, softened 
vegetables and fruit

To make it look appetising and 
improve the flavour

Roasted vegetables, 
scrambled egg, ragu sauce

To warm us up –hot food in cold 
weather

Casseroles, soups and stews

WHAT IS HEAT TRANSFERENCE?  (COOKING METHODS)
It is how heat moves from one area to another 

EXAMPLES AND USES OF HEAT TRANSFERENCE

HEAT TRANSFERENCE EXAMPLE (FOODS) USES (METHOD)

CONDUCTION Lamb chops, bacon, sausages touching 
hot surface of a frying pan.

Dry frying, griddling, searing, 
sauteing

CONVECTION Hot water, air, or oil surrounding the 
food such as boiled potatoes, chicken 
stew, roast beef. 

Dry methods – baking, roasting deep 
frying
Wet methods – boiling, simmering, 
poaching

RADIATION Waves of heat are directed at the food, Toast, grilling, barbequed foods

SECTION A



HEALTHIEST COOKING METHODS

GRADE BOOST:   Explain how to 
demonstrate each method safely and 
what alternative methods could be used.  

Some facts and information:
• Although cooking improves digestion and 

the absorption of many nutrients, the levels 
of some vitamins and minerals may 
decrease water-based cooking methods 
cause the greatest losses of water-soluble 
vitamins, they have very little effect on 
omega-3 fats

• Grilling and broiling provide great flavour 
but also reduce B vitamins. 

• Microwaving is a safe cooking method that 
preserves most nutrients due to short 
cooking times.

• Sautéing and stir-frying improve the 
absorption of fat-soluble vitamins and some 
plant compounds, but they decrease the 
amount of vitamin C in vegetables

• Frying makes food taste delicious, and it can 
provide some benefits when healthy oils are 
used.

• Steaming is one of the best cooking 
methods for preserving nutrients, including 
water-soluble vitamins.

SECTION F SECTION D

SECTION E



HOW COOKING METHODS IMPACT ON NUTRITIONAL VALUES

Some facts and information:

The preparation and cooking of food can affect its nutritional value.  The main nutrients affected 
are: 

Water soluble vitamins are in the vitamin B group and Vitamin C

1. What are water soluble vitamins? 

They cannot be stored in the body and therefore need to be eaten regularly

2. Where will you find Vitamin B and Vitamin C?

Oranges, pork, fish, broccoli, bread, cereals, spinach

3. Function of these nutrients? 

Energy, nervous system, healthy blood cells, wounds/repair body tissue, healthy connective 
tissue

During cooking, water soluble vitamins are unstable:

• They dissolve in water

• Can be destroyed if in contact with sunlight, air or heat

• Can be destroyed by enzymeS

Cooking Methods

EXAMPLES OF HOW COOKING METHODS CAN 
IMPACT ON NUTRITIONAL VALUES

Grilling and broiling provide great flavour but also reduce B vitamins. 
Microwaving is a safe cooking method that preserves most nutrients due to  short cooking times.
Sautéing and stir-frying improve the absorption of fat-soluble vitamins and some plant 
compounds, but they decrease the amount of vitamin C in vegetables
Frying makes food taste delicious, and it can provide some benefits when healthy oils are used.
Steaming is one of the best cooking methods for preserving nutrients, including water-soluble 
vitamins.

HOW TO CHANGE RECIPES TO MAKE THEM HEALTHIER

Checklist
• Be able to identify different 

cooking methods and types 
of foods in each.

• Be able to explain the 
importance of retaining 
nutrients in food

• Be able to evaluate the 
consequences of using 
unhealthy cooking methods. 

SECTION F

SECTION G



SECTION / TOPIC QUESTIONS YEAR 11 FOOD – COOKING METHODS

SECTION A & C 1. Name three types of heat transfer.
2. What is the main heat transfer method when boiling food?
3. Which methods of heat transfer are used when baking?
4. Explain how heat energy is transferred when grilling halloumi cheese
5. Explain how heat energy is transferred when cooking  pan of soup on the hob.

SECTION D & E 1. List 3 methods of dry heat
2. List 3 methods of moist heat
3. List 3 methods of frying
4. Suggest a healthy cooking method for fish

SECTION F 1. What are water soluble vitamins?
2. In which vitamin groups are water soluble vitamins?
3. In which foods will you find water soluble vitamins
4. What is the function of water soluble vitamins?
5. Describe water soluble vitamins during cooking

SECTION F & G 1. What can some cooking methods add to a diet?
2. What should cooks try to do when cooking dishes as much as possible?
3. Describe the features of healthier cooking methods
4. Give two examples of healthier cooking methods
5. Give two examples of unhealthy cooking methods

SECTION B 1. How can we make food safe to eat?
2. Which type of foods are good for improving flavour?
3. What do we cook casseroles, soups and stews?
4. Give examples of how we can make food easier to chew and digest. 
5. Which cooking method are examples of conduction heat transference



PROTEIN FATS CARBOHYDRATES PH

Proteins denature and coagulate….
when heated

(fried egg)

When they come into contact with 
acidic/alkaline ingredients

(citrus fruits)

When they are whisked, beaten or 
kneaded 

(kneading)

(Whisking)

When the proteins unravel
becoming firm when heated

(baked fish)

At room temperature fats can be 
easily spread and mixed with other 
ingredients.  

This property is called plasticity

(deep fat 
frying)

(spreading butter)

(melted cheese)

(shortened gluten)

Starchy carbohydrates such as flour, 
when mixed with a liquid and 
heated will gelatinise

Sugary carbohydrates such as the 
natural sugar in fried onions will 
caramelise when heated.

Starchy carbohydrates when 
exposed to dry heat create dextrins.

(gelatinisation)

(dextrinisation))

(caramelisation)

Foods are either acidic, neutral or 
alkaline, which are all measured 
using the pH scale.  

The addition of acidic or alkaline 
ingredients will change the texture 
and appearance of some foods.

Acidic ingredients include 
tomatoes, vinegar, and lemon and 
lime juices. 

Bicarbonate of soda is an alkaline 
ingredient.

YEAR 11 GCSE FOOD PREPARATION AND NUTRITIONTHE SCIENCE OF COOKING FOOD

The size/ density and appearance of all protein, fat and carbohydrate food are affected when:
• Beaten
• Heated
• pH value is changed.
The changes are permanent and cannot be undone

Functional property = how ingredients 
behave during preparation and cooking.

SECTION A

SECTION B

SECTION C



YEAR 11 GCSE FOOD PREPARATION AND NUTRITIONTHE SCIENCE OF COOKING FOOD

RAISING AGENTS

OXYGEN EMULSIFICATON ENZYMES MICROORGNAISMS

Oxygen can have a negative effect 
on many foods:

Fruit and vegetables – cut surfaces 
can go brown (enzymic browning 
due to oxidising of enzymes
Meat – the red surface becomes 
brown/grey due to oxygen affecting 
the myoglobin
Fish – oxygen works with fish 
enzymes making it spoil rapidly and 
smell very fishy.
Fats and oils – oxygen turns fats and 
oils rancid. 

(Oxygen and raw meat)

Banana – enzymic browning)

An emulsion is where oil and water 
join together in suspension (so 
they don’t separate out)
To emulsify oil and water an 
emulsifier is needed such as adding 
egg yolk to the mixture

Other examples of emulsification 
are creamed cake mixtures, milk, 
butter and vegetable fat spread.

(mayonnaise emulsification) 

Enzymes are needed to soften, 
flavour and ripen many foods.  
Apples become sweet, while freshly 
slaughtered meat relies on enzyme 
activity to soften the muscle fibres.

However enzymes will continue to 
work, causing food decay e.g. slimy 
textures and unpleasant flavours

(Bananas – enzymes ripening)

Yeasts, moulds and ‘safe’ bacteria 
have been used in food production 
for centuries.  They are used when 
making bread, cheese and some 
milk products such as yoghurt. 

The microorganisms affect the 
texture, flavour and shelf life of the 
foods. 

(‘Safe’ bacteria – dairy foods)

AERATION STEAM CHEMICAL RAISING AGENTS YEAST

The addition of air to food will 
lighten the texture and / or help it 
rise because the air particle expand 
on heating.  
Air can be added to a mixture by 
sieving, beating, laminating or 
whisking

Steam is produced in oven-baked 
products, creating a puffed-up risen 
effect.  The original mixture must 
have a high volume of liquid eg
chou pastry, batter mixes

Carbon dioxide is produces when 
self-raising flour, baking powder 
and bicarbonate of soda are mixed 
with a liquid and heated. 
The CO2 gas produces bubbles, 
which ‘push up’ the food giving a 
light, risen texture. 

Yeast needs food, moisture, 
warmth and time to grow, and will 
give off lots of CO2 bubbles, 
creating the light, airy, risen texture 
of bread.  
To make a successful yeasted bread 
strong flour must be usedSECTION F

SECTION ESECTION D



SECTION / TOPIC QUESTIONS YEAR 11 FOOD – SCIENCE OF COOKING FOOD

SECTION A & B
1. What changes can occur when if a macronutrient is beaten or heated?
2. Are the changes to the macronutrients permanent or temporary?
3. Explain what happens to proteins when they are heated.
4. Describe an example of denaturation in a protein food
5. Define plasticity and give an example of this

SECTION C
1. Where will you find starchy carbohydrates?
2. What is created when starchy carbohydrates are exposed to dry heat?
3. Describe the type of sugar in fried onions and the outcome when heated. 
4. What happens when you add acidic or alkaline ingredients to some foods?
5. How is the acidic, neutral or alkaline content of foods measured?

SECTION D
1. Describe the effect that oxygen can have on:

• Meat
• Fruit and vegetables

2. Describe an emulsion
3. Give three examples of emulsification
4. Which foods can become rancid?
5. What is the function of egg yolk in emulsification?

SECTION E
1. Why do we need enzymes?
2. What happens when enzymes continue to work?  Give food example of enzymes 

working
3. What types of microorganisms and bacteria are used in food production?
4. What aspect of food is affected by microorganisms?
5. How do enzymes affect meat?

SECTION F
1. Name the four types of raising agents.
2. What lightens the texture of food and helps it to rise?
3. What can create CO2 bubbles?
4. Which ingredient can create a successful bread?
5. What creates a puffed-up risen effect?



FACTORS AFFECTING FOOD CHOICE
YEAR 11 GCSE FOOD PREPARATION AND NUTRITION

FOOD CHOICE

C
U

LT
U

R
A

L

Different to other 
people
Behaviour patterns
Habits / inherited
Different beliefs 
/morals / way of life 

SO
C

IA
L

Reward 
Gifts 
Demonstrating 
wealth
A way of socialising 
Celebrations

R
EL

IG
IO

N

Jews not eating pork
Halal – Muslim
Jews – no shellfish / 
dairy
Islam – fasting etc
Hindus – no beef

Cultural or religious practices

Tradition 

Celebration

Enjoyment

Social aspects 
of food

Ethics

Moral beliefs

• Around the world, people choose to eat or avoid 
certain foods depending on their religious belief.

• Some beliefs have been followed for centuries and are 
well established as part of life.

• A healthy and varied diet is important for good health.
• The roles of food in religion are:

o To communicate with God (e.g. saying thanks 
and blessing);to demonstrate faith through 
following religious rites concerning diets;

o To develop discipline through fasting.

RELIGIONS AROUND THE WORLD
Religions which require particular food rules include:
• ISLAM
• HINUISM
• JUDAISM
• SIKHISM
• BUDDISM (STRICT)
• SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH
• RASTAFARIAN MOVEMENT

Religious beliefs influence the choice of 
ingredients used in cooking and their preparation. 

FAITH AND RELIGION
• Religion can have a significant impact on the diet of 

the population.  For example the vegetarian traditions 
of India and many parts of southeast Asia have 
evolved because of dietary requirements of the Hindu 
and Buddhist faiths.

• Restrictions on other ingredients in additions to meats 
often occur, for example strict Hindus will avoid 
mushrooms, garlic, onions, alcohol and caffeinated 
drinks.  

ENJOYMENT  / CELEBRATION / OCCASION
Some factors of information help people 

choose what to eat

FACTORS/SOURCE OF INFORMATION

Special meals and foods associated with family 
celebrations and traditions
EXAMPLES:
Weddings;  birthdays;  anniversaries;  funerals;  bar 
mitzvahs; calendar events e.g. Chinese New Year, 
Hogmanay, Thanksgiving

Preferences      
EXAMPLES
Personal likes and dislikes for different foods and 
drinks;  preferences for following a particular diet 
eg vegetarianism

Food aversions (foods that people avoid because 
they associate them with being something bad e.g. 
being ill or unhappy

INTERNATIONAL FOOD CULTURE 
AND TRADITION

When considering international food culture 
and tradition, factors that may affect the 
food eaten around the world include:
• food availability;
• cooking equipment, methods and skills;
• religion;
• special occasions;
• beliefs e.g. vegetarianism; 
• culinary practices;
• traditions;
• festivals.. 

SECTION A

SECTION C

SECTION B

What religions traditionally do  not eat pork?
Which foods can people with coeliac disease not include in their diets?



FACTORS AFFECTION FOOD CHOICE
RELIGIONS AROUNG THE WORLD

YEAR 11 GCSE FOOD PREPARATION AND NUTRITION

RELIGION DESCRIPTION PROHIBITED FOOD CELEBRATIONS/FESTIVALS

ISLAM The Qur’an outlines the foods which 
can be eaten (halal) and those 
forbidden (haram)
Beef, lamb and chicken can only be 
eaten if the animal has been 
slaughtered by the halal method. 

• Pork, blood, alcohol, meat 
sacrificed to idols.

• Beef, lamb and chicken can only be 
eaten if the animal has been 
slaughtered by the halal method. 

• Eid - Eid-ul-Fitr – day celebrating end of 
Ramadan.

• Special foods shared with family and friends 
e.g. Eid sweets. 

HINDUISM Some devout Hindus observe fasting 
on special occasions, or on certain 
days of the week or month, as a mark 
of respect to personal Gods or as part 
of their penance

• All animal flesh except lamb, 
chicken and fish

• No beef due to cow being held in 
high regard

• Strict Hindus are vegetarian –
some might avoid milk, salted 
pork, eggs

The religious festival Diwali marks the end of 
the Hindu year and the start of a new. 
Special Diwali sweets are eaten

JUDAISM The Torah outlines which foods are 
allowed for Jews to eat
Jews should not prepare food on the 
Sabbath, which begins at sundown on 
Friday and ends at sundown on 
Saturday. 

• Pork, non kosher beef, lamb and 
chicken

• Kosher fish must have fins and 
scales

• All plant foods are Kosher.
• Meat and dairy foods must not be 

prepared or eaten together

• There are other periods of fasting in the 
Jewish calendar, e.g. Feast of Pesach 
(Passover).

• There are a number of Jewish festivals which 
have particular associated food customs:

• Rosh Hashanah – Jewish New Year
• Yom Kippur – Day of Atonement (day of 

fasting)
• Pesach – no food which contains yeast can 

be eaten (can eat unleavened bread called 
matzah)

SIKHISM Are not meant to take part in religious 
rituals apart from Sikh Rehat
Maryada.
Sikhs believe in sharing food. 
Every gurdwara (place of worship) has 
a langar (common kitchen). The 
congregation eats together here after 
the service.  

Animal flesh:  pork, beef, halal and 
kosher
Must refrain from food and drinks 
which may harm their body e.g. 
alcohol. 

Sikhs also celebrate the festival Diwali.
They eat Laddoos which are sweets made of 
flour, minced dough and sugar.

SECTION D

SECTION E



FACTORS AFFECTION FOOD CHOICE
RELIGIONS AROUNG THE WORLD

YEAR 11 GCSE FOOD PREPARATION AND NUTRITION

RELIGION DESCRIPTION PRINCIPLES OF AND PROHIBITED FOOD CELEBRATIONS/FESTIVALS

BUDDHISM Believe should not be responsible for 
the death of any other living 
organism. 
This belief means that many 
Buddhists are vegetarian or vegan

All animal flesh
Most follow a strict vegetarian or vegan diet.
No alcohol

Wesak is a festival celebrating the 
birth, enlightenment and death of 
Siddhartha (who some people believe 
to be Buddha).  Foods such as eight 
treasure rice can be eaten on Wesak. 

CHRISTIANITY 
and 
CATHOLICSISM

The freedom to eat and drink 
healthily is regarded as part of the 
salvation that Jesus brought to men 
and women

There is no restriction on kinds of animals that 
can be eaten
Some Christians may choose to follow a 
vegetarian or vegan diet. 
Some Christian denominations follow a meat free 
diet, but only during the holy period of Lent. 
Alcohol consumption is found frequently in the 
Bible. 
Give up certain food during Lent eg chocolate, 
alcohol

Christmas – birth of Jesus
Easter – Jesus’ resurrection from the 
dead
Shrove Tuesday – Shrove Tuesday is 
the Tuesday prior to Lent. 
Good Friday – some Christians avoid 
eating meat and hot cross buns are 
eaten to celebrate the end of Lent

SEVENTH-DAY 
ADVENTIS

The name Seventh-day Adventist is 
based on the Church's observance of 
the "biblical Sabbath" on Saturday, 
the seventh day of the week. 
"Advent" means coming and refers to 
their belief that Jesus Christ will soon 
return to this earth.
Live modest lives, with a strict code of 
ethics

They don't smoke and recommend a vegetarian 
diet. 
Many are ovo-lacto vegetarians eg don’t eat any 
animal flesh but will eat dairy and egg products 
Some avoid alcohol and food and drinks that 
contain caffeine.
Meat is permitted, but only following the Biblical 
commandments on clean and unclean food

Families join on Friday evenings to 
celebrate the Sabbath.

RASTAFARIAN 
MOVEMENT

Food must be natural and include 
plenty of fruit, vegetables and herbal 
tea. 

All animal flesh
Most are vegetarians or vegans
Food is called I-tal, which should be natural or 
pure – no artificial colours, flavourings or 
preservatives. 
Avoid alcohol – some avoid tea, coffee, 
caffeinated drinks 

Ethiopian Christmas – includes a large 
feast of where the food eaten is often 
vegetarian or vegan.

SECTION F

SECTION G



SECTION / TOPIC QUESTIONS YEAR 11 FOOD – FOOD CHOICE: RELIGION, CULTURE AND CELEBRATION

SECTION A & B
1. List 5 factors that affect food choice
2. List 5 different religions
3. How can religious beliefs influence cooking and preparation?
4. Which key word or term would you use to describe celebrations, reward and 

demonstrating wealth?
5. What is the main restriction on ingredients as a result of religious beliefs?

SECTION B & C
1. Describe a role of food in religion 
2. What is a food aversion?
3. List 3 different examples of celebrations and traditions
4. What types of factors affect the food eaten around the world?  List three types

SECTION D
1. Which foods are prohibited in the Islam faith?
2. What outlines the foods which cannot be eaten in the Islam faith?
3. Which celebration is at the end of Ramadan and which types of food is shared?
4. Describe Diwali and what is eaten
5. What types of foods are prohibited in the Hindu faith?

SECTION E
1. Name two festivals in the Jewish calendar
2. When should Jews not prepare food?
3. Which religions celebrate the festival of Diwali?
4. What is eaten during the festival of Diwali
5. Which foods do Sikhs avoid eating?

SECTION F AND G
1. Which two religions have the freedom to eat and drink healthily?
2. Why are Buddhists normally vegetarian?
3. What is ‘I-tal’ food?
4. Describe the diet of a Seventh-Day Advetis
5. Which religion has a holy period of Lent?



Y11 TEXTILE KNOWLEDGE ORGANISER SECTION D-A04
A04 FINAL IDEA AND FINAL PIECE

Present a personal and meaningful 
response to your work that realises 
intentions and demonstrates 
understanding of visual language.

SECTION A - RESEARCH

Carry on a series of research on designers/art 
movements to help you develop your own work. 
This comes in the form of research pages

SECTION B-.AO2 EXPERIMENTING WITH MATERIALS AND 
TECHNIQUES
Refine your work by exploring ideas, selecting and 
experimenting with appropriate media, materials, 
techniques and processes.

 

SECTION C-A03 OBSERVATIONAL DRAWINGS,EXPLANATIONS AND USE OF 
MEDIA 
Record ideas, observations and insights relevant to intentions as your work 
progresses

EXAMPLES

Example

How to Analyse a Designer / Artist:

• Introduce the work of your designer or artist (key facts only), 
how does their work fit into trends at the time it was produced 
or current trends? 

• Are there any social, environmental, moral, issues surrounding 
your designers work?

• Consider what key features appear regularly in your designers 
work, why might that be?

• What colours do they use a lot of? What effect does this give?
• Who do you think their designs are aimed at? Why?
• Explain what you like / dislike about the designs and why that is.
• What techniques has the designer used? Why? Could different 

techniques be used to create different effects?
• How will this designer inspire your work? How does the 

designer fit into the theme? What techniques will you sample? 
Why?

Use the words in the assessment objective to help you 
understand what it is you should do:

• Refine work: Quality over Quantity! – Refine work by 
going back to old samples and developing them to make 
them better.  Refine work by comparing samples and 
evaluating to see what works and what doesn’t.

• Explore Ideas: This can be as a sketch or textile sample, try 
to create the idea in your head – it doesn’t matter if it 
doesn’t work – it’s a sample! 

• Experimenting with appropriate media, materials and 
techniques – practice creating samples using a range of 
different techniques, make sure you know how to them 
using the correct materials.  Don’t be afraid to experiment 
and combine different techniques to see what effect they 
give! – Think outside of the box.

What do I do to meet the assessment 
objective?

What have you done? 
What techniques did you use?

What inspired you?
How does it relate to your theme?

How have you done it?
 What did you like / dislike about the 

technique?
 Was it successful? Why / why not? 

How could you improve?
What else could you try?

Is there anything you would change? 
Why?

How will you develop your work now?

How to evaluate a sample:

• Design Ideas – Draw out your design ideas, they should be clearly 
inspired by your samples or sources.  Annotate these to explain parts of 
your designs

• Observational drawing – Sketching objects that relate to your theme 
can help inspire design ideas – especially when creating patterns

• Take photographs – take photos of sources for inspiration or take 
process photos when you are making samples as evidence.  

• Annotation – Annotation, ensure you annotate to explain your 
thoughts, 

How can I record my ideas?

Use the words in the assessment 
objective to help you understand 
what it is you should do:

• Personal and meaningful 
response –Your response to a 
source should be personal to you.  
What your feelings and reactions 
are.  It must be meaningful by 
relating to your source 
inspiration.  Make sure everything 
links and is not random.

• Demonstrates understanding of 
visual language – being able to 
combine different textures, 
colours, techniques in an 
aesthetically pleasing way.

• Aesthetics – the way things looks

How can I meet this 
Assessment objective?

EXAMPLES



SECTION E- PATTERN CUTTING

Y11 TEXTILES -Questions

SECTION F- KEY TERMS

SECTION A -RESEARCH
1.What AO1 stands for?
2.What is a mood board?
3.How a mood board can help you develop your 
ideas?
4.What is a primary research in textiles?
5.What is an artist analysis? What is the purpose of 
analysing artist’ works?

SECTION D-A04 FINAL IDEA AND FINAL PIECE
1.What AO4 stands for?
2.What is a personal meaningful response in textile 
art?
3.What can you do to develop a personal response?
4.What does ‘visual language’ mean?
5.What is a final piece in textiles?

SECTION E- WORKING FROM SOURCES
1. What is source?
2. What is a primary source?
3. Can you give examples of how to work 

from primary sources?
4. What is a secondary source?
5. Can you give examples of how to work 

from secondary sources?

SECTION F- KEY TERMS
1. What does the word “Texture” means?
2. What does the word “Pattern”means?
3. What does the word” Composition” mean 

in textiles?
4. What does the word “Structure” mean?
5. What does the word “Surface” mean?

SECTION C- OBSERVATIONAL DRAWINGS, 
EXPLANATIONS AND USE OF MEDIA

1.What AO3 stands for?
2.What does the word ‘record’mean?
3.How can you record your ideas in Textiles?
4.What do you do after you have recorded your 
ideas?
5.What is the purpose of developing more than one 
design idea

SECTION B-EXPERIMENTING WITH MATERIALS AND 
TECHNIQUES
1.What AO2 stands for?
2.What does the word ‘refine’ mean in textiles?
3.What is the difference between media and 
technique in textiles?
4.What you need to consider when evaluating your 
textiles work?
5.How many different textiles techniques can you 
think of?

SECTION E- WORKING FROM SOURCES

PRIMARY SOURCES- A primary source is one that you study 

directly from first-hand experience. Primary sources can be 

natural objects, artefacts, places, people or events. Working 

directly from a primary source allows you to:

● Examine your subject from different angles and 

change your viewpoint.

● Experience objects, images, people or places in 

different lighting conditions and compositions.

● Look at things close up or from further away.

● Take your own reference photographs from 

angles and in conditions that reflect your 

interests.

● Revisit your source material during your 

development process

SECONDARY SOURCES- A secondary source is material 

produced by others. Secondary sources can be reproductions 

of images and artefacts, photographs, film, video or 

web-based material. If your stimulus is a piece of music, media 

or literature, you are working from a secondary source.

PRIMARY SOURCE SECONDARY SOURCE

1. Texture -The way that things/surfaces look or feel
2. Form- This refers to to the overall form taken by an artwork
3. Pattern- A design in which lines, shapes,forms are repeated
4. Decoration - anything used to make something more attractive
5. Shape - This is a flat area surrounded by edges or an outline
6. Composition- the elements which create an artwork
7. Scale- size of an object
8. Structure - the arrangement and relations between the parts of an object
9. Surface- the outside part of something

10. Tone- the lightness or darkness of a colour



 

6+7 

zĞĂƌ�ϭϭ�dŚƌĞĞ��ŝŵĞŶƐŝŽŶĂů��ĞƐŝŐŶ 

^ĞĐƟŽŶ��͗��Kϭ 
�ĞǀĞůŽƉ�ŝĚĞĂƐ�ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ�ŝŶǀĞƐƟŐĂƟŽŶƐ͕�����������
ĚĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƟŶŐ�ĐƌŝƟĐĂů��ƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚŝŶŐ�ŽĨ�ƐŽƵƌĐĞƐ 
 
�ŶŐĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ�ǁŝƚŚ�Ă�ƐŽƵƌĐĞ�ƐƵĐŚ�ĂƐ�Ă�ĚĞƐŝŐŶĞƌ�ĐĂŶ͗ 
· ŝŶƐƉŝƌĞ�ƚŚĞ�ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ�ŽĨ�ƚĞĐŚŶŝƋƵĞƐ 
· ƐƚĂƌƚ�ĂŶ�ŝŶǀĞƐƟŐĂƟŽŶ�ŝŶƚŽ�ŵĂƚĞƌŝĂůƐͬƉƌŽĐĞƐƐĞƐ 
· ŐĞŶĞƌĂƚĞ�ŝĚĞĂƐ 
· ŝŶƚƌŽĚƵĐĞ�ǇŽƵ�ƚŽ�ĂĞƐƚŚĞƟĐ�ĐŽŶƐŝĚĞƌĂƟŽŶƐ�ĂŶĚ�

ǁĂǇƐ�ƚŽ�ƌĞĐŽƌĚ�ĂŶĚ�ƉƌĞƐĞŶƚ�ŝĚĞĂƐ 
 
,Žǁ�ĚŽ�/�ƐŚŽǁ�ƚŚŝƐ�ŝŶ�ŵǇ�ǁŽƌŬ͍ 
�ĂƌƌǇ�ŽƵƚ�ƌĞƐĞĂƌĐŚ�ŝŶƚŽ�Ăƚ�ůĞĂƐƚ�Ϯ�ĚĞƐŝŐŶĞƌƐ͘� 
zŽƵƌ�ƌĞƐĞĂƌĐŚ�ƉĂŐĞƐ�ƐŚŽƵůĚ�ŝŶĐůƵĚĞ͗ 
· ƟƚůĞ 
· Ă�ďƌŝĞĨ�ŝŶƚƌŽĚƵĐƟŽŶ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�ĚĞƐŝŐŶĞƌ�ĨŽƌ�ĞǆĂŵƉůĞ�

ǁŚĞŶ�ǁĞƌĞͬĂƌĞ�ƚŚĞǇ�ǁŽƌŬŝŶŐ͍ 
· Ăƚ�ůĞĂƐƚ�ϰ�ďŝŐ�ĐůĞĂƌ�ŝŵĂŐĞƐ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ǁŽƌŬ 
· ĨƵůů�ĂŶĂůǇƐŝƐ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ĨŽƌŵĂů�ĞůĞŵĞŶƚƐ 
· ƚŚĞ�ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐĞƐ�ƚŚĂƚ�ƚŚĞǇ�ƵƐĞ 
· ǇŽƵƌ�ŽǁŶ�ǁŽƌŬ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞŝƌ�ƐƚǇůĞͬƚĞĐŚŶŝƋƵĞ� 
· ŚŽǁ�ƚŚĞ�ǁŽƌŬ�ŝƐ�ŝŶƐƉŝƌŝŶŐ�ǇŽƵƌ�ŝĚĞĂƐ 
· ǁŚĂƚ�ǇŽƵ�ůŝŬĞ�ĂďŽƵƚ�ƚŚĞŝƌ�ǁŽƌŬ�ĂŶĚ�ǁŚǇ 
· ǁŚǇ�ǇŽƵ�ĐŚŽƐĞ�ƚŽ�ůŽŽŬ�Ăƚ�ƚŚĞŵ 
· ǁŚŽ�ƚŚĞ�ĂƌƟƐƚ�ǁĂƐ�ŝŶŇƵĞŶĐĞĚ�ďǇ 
 
�ŶŶŽƚĂƚĞ�ǇŽƵƌ�ŽǁŶ�ǁŽƌŬ 
· tŚĂƚ�ŚĂǀĞ�ǇŽƵ�ƉƌŽĚƵĐĞĚ�ĂŶĚ�ǁŚǇ͍ 
· ,Žǁ�ĚŽĞƐ�ŝƚ�ůŝŶŬ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�ĚĞƐŝŐŶĞƌ�ǇŽƵ�ŚĂǀĞ�ďĞĞŶ�

ůŽŽŬŝŶŐ�Ăƚ͍ 
· ,ĂƐ�ƚŚĞ�ƚĞĐŚŶŝƋƵĞ�ďĞĞŶ�ƐƵĐĐĞƐƐĨƵů�ĂŶĚ�ǁŚǇ͍ 
· ,Žǁ�ŵŝŐŚƚ�ǇŽƵƌ�ǁŽƌŬ�ŶŽǁ�ĚĞǀĞůŽƉ͍ 
· ,Žǁ�ŚĂƐ�ƚŚĞ�ĂƌƟƐƚ�ŝŵƉĂĐƚĞĚ�ŽŶ�ǇŽƵƌ�ŽǁŶ�

^ĞĐƟŽŶ��͗��KϮ 
ZĞĮŶĞ�ǁŽƌŬ�ďǇ�ĞǆƉůŽƌŝŶŐ�ŝĚĞĂƐ͕�ƐĞůĞĐƟŶŐ�ĂŶĚ�����
ĞǆƉĞƌŝŵĞŶƟŶŐ�ǁŝƚŚ��ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ŵĞĚŝĂ͕� 
ŵĂƚĞƌŝĂůƐ͕�ƚĞĐŚŶŝƋƵĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐĞƐ 
 
zŽƵ�ŶĞĞĚ�ƚŽ�ĚĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞ�ƚŚĂƚ�ǇŽƵ�ĂƌĞ�ĂďůĞ�ƚŽ� 
ĞǆƉůŽƌĞ͕�ƉƌŽŐƌĞƐƐ�ĂŶĚ�ŝŵƉƌŽǀĞ�ǇŽƵƌ�ŝĚĞĂƐ�ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ�
Ă�ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ�ũŽƵƌŶĞǇ�ŽĨ�ĞǆƉĞƌŝŵĞŶƚĂƟŽŶ͕�ƚƌŝĂůƐ�
ĂŶĚ�ƐĂŵƉůĞƐ͕�ǁŽƌŬŝŶŐ�ƚŚŝŶŐƐ�ŽƵƚ�ĂƐ�ǇŽƵ�ŐŽ͘ 
 
,Žǁ�ĚŽ�/�ƐŚŽǁ�ƚŚŝƐ�ŝŶ�ŵǇ�ǁŽƌŬ͍ 
· ƌĞĮŶĞ�Ă�ĚŽŵŝŶĂŶƚ�ŝĚĞĂ�ďǇ�ƚƌǇŝŶŐ�ǀĂƌŝŽƵƐ��������

ĐŽŵƉŽƐŝƟŽŶƐ 
· ƌĞĮŶĞĚ�ƚĞĐŚŶŝƋƵĞƐ�ŝŶ�Ă�ǀĂƌŝĞƚǇ�ŽĨ�ŵĞĚŝĂ 
· ŵĂŬĞ�ƐƵƌĞ�ǇŽƵ�ŚĂǀĞ�ĚĞǀĞůŽƉĞĚ�ĂŶ�ŝĚĞĂ�ĂŶĚ�ŶŽƚ�

ũƵƐƚ�ƵƐĞĚ�ǇŽƵƌ�ĮƌƐƚ�ŝĚĞĂ 
· ĐůĞĂƌůǇ�ĚĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞ�ƉƵƌƉŽƐĞĨƵů�ƚƌŝĂůůŝŶŐ�ŽĨ�����

ŵĂƚĞƌŝĂůƐ�ƐƵƉƉŽƌƚĞĚ�ďǇ�ŶŽƚĞƐ 
· ĂƩĞŵƉƚƐ�ƚŽ�ŵŝŵŝĐ�ƚŚĞ�ƐƚǇůĞͬƚĞĐŚŶŝƋƵĞ�ŽĨ�ĂŶ�

ĂƌƟƐƚ�ŝŶ�ǇŽƵƌ�ŽǁŶ�ǁŽƌŬ 
· ƐĞůĞĐƟŽŶ�ĂŶĚ�ƌĞũĞĐƟŽŶ�ŽĨ�ŝĚĞĂƐ 
· ƉƌŽďůĞŵ�ƐŽůǀŝŶŐ 
· ƐŚŽǁŝŶŐ�ƐƚĂŐĞƐ�ŽĨ�ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ 
 
�ŶŶŽƚĂƚĞ�ǇŽƵƌ�ŽǁŶ�ǁŽƌŬ 
· tŚĂƚ�ŚĂǀĞ�ǇŽƵ�ƉƌŽĚƵĐĞĚ�ĂŶĚ�ǁŚǇ͍ 
· ,Žǁ�ĚŽĞƐ�ŝƚ�ůŝŶŬ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�ĚĞƐŝŐŶĞƌ�ǇŽƵ�ŚĂǀĞ�ďĞĞŶ�

ůŽŽŬŝŶŐ�Ăƚ͍ 
· ,ĂƐ�ƚŚĞ�ƚĞĐŚŶŝƋƵĞ�ďĞĞŶ�ƐƵĐĐĞƐƐĨƵů�ĂŶĚ�ǁŚǇ͍ 
· ,Žǁ�ŵŝŐŚƚ�ǇŽƵƌ�ǁŽƌŬ�ŶŽǁ�ĚĞǀĞůŽƉ͍ 
· tŚĂƚ�ŚĂǀĞ�ǇŽƵƌ�ůĞĂƌŶƚ͍ 
· tŚĂƚ�ĂƌĞ�ǇŽƵƌ�ĚĞĐŝƐŝŽŶƐ͍ 

^ĞĐƟŽŶ��͗��Kϯ 
ZĞĐŽƌĚ�ŝĚĞĂƐ͕�ŽďƐĞƌǀĂƟŽŶƐ�ĂŶĚ�ŝŶƐŝŐŚƚƐ�ƌĞůĞǀĂŶƚ�
ƚŽ�ŝŶƚĞŶƟŽŶƐ�ĂƐ�ǁŽƌŬ�ƉƌŽŐƌĞƐƐĞƐ� 
 
tƌŝƟŶŐ͕�ĚƌĂǁŝŶŐ͕�ƉŚŽƚŽŐƌĂƉŚŝŶŐ�ǇŽƵƌ�ŝĚĞĂƐ�ƚŽ�
ƉůĂŶ͕�ƐƉĞĐƵůĂƚĞ͕�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚ͕�ŝŶĨŽƌŵ͕�ĐŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚĞ�
ĂŶĚ�ĚĞǀĞůŽƉ�ŝĚĞĂƐ͘��ŶǇƚŚŝŶŐ�ǇŽƵ�ƌĞĐŽƌĚ�ƐŚŽƵůĚ��
ĂůǁĂǇƐ�ďĞ�ŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƟǀĞ�ĂŶĚ�ƉƵƌƉŽƐĞĨƵů͘ 
 
,Žǁ�ĚŽ�/�ƐŚŽǁ�ƚŚŝƐ�ŝŶ�ŵǇ�ǁŽƌŬ�ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ�ǁƌŝƟŶŐ͍ 
· ŵŝŶĚ�ŵĂƉƐ 
· ďƵůůĞƚ�ƉŽŝŶƚƐ 
· ŶŽƚĞƐ 
· ĂŶŶŽƚĂƟŽŶ 
· ůŽŶŐĞƌ�ƉĂƌĂŐƌĂƉŚƐ 
 
,Žǁ�ĚŽ�/�ƐŚŽǁ�ƚŚŝƐ�ŝŶ�ŵǇ�ǁŽƌŬ�ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ�ĚƌĂǁŝŶŐ�
ĂŶĚ�ŵŽĚĞůůŝŶŐ͍ 
· ŽďƐĞƌǀĂƟŽŶĂů�ĚƌĂǁŝŶŐƐ 
· ƉŚŽƚŽƌĞĂůŝƐƟĐ�ĚƌĂǁŝŶŐƐ 
· ƐŬĞƚĐŚĞƐ 
· ǁŽƌŬŝŶŐ�ĚƌĂǁŝŶŐƐ 
· ĚĞƐŝŐŶƐ 
· ĚŝĂŐƌĂŵƐ 
· ĞĚŝƟŶŐ�ƵƐŝŶŐ���� 
· ƉƌĞƉĂƌŝŶŐ�ůĂƐĞƌ�ĐƵƫŶŐ�ĚƌĂǁŝŶŐƐ�ŽŶ�Ϯ���ĞƐŝŐŶ 
· ŵŽĚĞůůŝŶŐ�ŝŶ�ĐĂƌĚ 
· ƉŚŽƚŽŐƌĂƉŚƐ�ŽĨ�ŵŽĚĞůƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĞǆƉĞƌŝŵĞŶƚƐ 
��ĐĂŵĞƌĂ�ŝƐ��ĂŶ�ĞǆĐĞůůĞŶƚ�ǁĂǇ�ƚŽ�ƌĞĐŽƌĚ�ŝĚĞĂƐ�ĂŶĚ��
ŽďƐĞƌǀĂƟŽŶƐ�ĨƌŽŵ�ƉƌŝŵĂƌǇ�ƐŽƵƌĐĞƐ͕�ĂůůŽǁŝŶŐ�ǇŽƵ�
ƚŽ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚ�ƚŚĞ�ƉƌŽŐƌĞƐƐ�ŽĨ�Ă�ƉŝĞĐĞ�ŽĨ�ǁŽƌŬ�
ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ�ƚŚĞ�ĚŝīĞƌĞŶƚ�ƐƚĂŐĞƐ͘ 
 

͞/Ŷ�ƚŚĞ�ŵŽƐƚ�ƐƵĐĐĞƐƐĨƵů�ƐƵďŵŝƐƐŝŽŶƐ͕�͚ƉĞƌƐŽŶĂů�ĂŶĚ�ŵĞĂŶŝŶŐĨƵů�ƌĞƐƉŽŶƐĞƐ͛�ŇŽǁĞĚ�ŽƌŐĂŶŝĐĂůůǇ��
ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚŽƵƚ�ƚŚĞ�ǁŽƌŬ�ƌĂƚŚĞƌ�ƚŚĂŶ�ďĞŝŶŐ�ƐĞĞŶ�ĂƐ�Ă�ƐƵŵŵĂƟǀĞ�ďŽůƚ-ŽŶ�ĂĐƟǀŝƚǇ͟��Y� 



 

6+7 

zĞĂƌ�ϭϭ�dŚƌĞĞ��ŝŵĞŶƐŝŽŶĂů��ĞƐŝŐŶ zĞĂƌ�ϭϭ�dŚƌĞĞ��ŝŵĞŶƐŝŽŶĂů��ĞƐŝŐŶ 
WŽƐƐŝďůĞ�ƋƵĞƐƟŽŶƐ�ƚŽ�ŚĞůƉ�ƐƵƉƉŽƌƚ�ǇŽƵƌ�ůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ� 

^ĞĐƟŽŶ��͗� 
�Kϭ 
 

ϭ͘ �ǆƉůĂŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ŵĞĂŶŝŶŐ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ƚĞƌŵ�ƐŽƵƌĐĞ͘� 
Ϯ͘ ,Žǁ�ŵĂŶǇ�ƉŝĐƚƵƌĞƐ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ĚĞƐŝŐŶĞƌ͛Ɛ�ǁŽƌŬ�ƐŚŽƵůĚ�ǇŽƵ�ŝŶĐůƵĚĞ͍� 
ϯ͘ tŚĂƚ�ƐŚŽƵůĚ�ǇŽƵ�ŝŶĐůƵĚĞ�ŝŶ�ǇŽƵƌ�ĂŶĂůǇƐŝƐ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ĚĞƐŝŐŶĞƌ͛Ɛ�ǁŽƌŬ͍� 
ϰ͘ tŚĞŶ�ǁŽƵůĚ�ǇŽƵ�ĞǀĂůƵĂƚĞ�ǇŽƵƌ�ƌĞƐƉŽŶƐĞ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�ĚĞƐŝŐŶĞƌ͛Ɛ�ǁŽƌŬ͍� 
ϱ͘ tŚĂƚ�ƐŚŽƵůĚ�ǇŽƵ�ŝŶĐůƵĚĞ�ŝŶ�ǇŽƵƌ�ƌĞƐƉŽŶƐĞ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�ĚĞƐŝŐŶĞƌ͛Ɛ�ǁŽƌŬ͍� 

^ĞĐƟŽŶ��͗� 
�KϮ 

ϭ͘ ,Žǁ�ŵĂŶǇ�ĚĞƐŝŐŶƐ�ƐŚŽƵůĚ�ǇŽƵ�ĚĞǀĞůŽƉ͍ 
Ϯ͘ 'ŝǀĞ�ƐŽŵĞ�ĞǆĂŵƉůĞƐ�ŽĨ�ŵĞĚŝĂ�ǇŽƵ�ĐŽƵůĚ�ƵƐĞ�ƚŽ�ƌĞĮŶĞ�ǇŽƵƌ�ŝĚĞĂ͘ 
ϯ͘ ^ŚŽƵůĚ�ǇŽƵ�ƐŝŵƉůǇ�ĐŽƉǇ�ƚŚĞ�ĚĞƐŝŐŶĞƌ͛Ɛ�ǁŽƌŬ͍��ǆƉůĂŝŶ�ǁŚǇͬǁŚǇ�ŶŽƚ͘ 
ϰ͘ tŚǇ�ŝƐ�ŝƚ�ŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶƚ�ƚŽ�ĂŶŶŽƚĂƚĞ�ǇŽƵƌ�ǁŽƌŬ͍ 
ϱ͘ tŚĂƚ�ŵƵƐƚ�ǇŽƵ�ƌĞŵĞŵďĞƌ�ƚŽ�ĚŽ�Ăƚ�ĞǀĞƌǇ�ƐƚĂŐĞ�ŽĨ�ǇŽƵƌ�ǁŽƌŬ�ĂƐ�ŝƚ���������

ƉƌŽŐƌĞƐƐĞƐ͍ 

^ĞĐƟŽŶ��͗� 
�Kϯ 

ϭ͘ EĂŵĞ�ƚŚƌĞĞ�ǁĂǇƐ�ŝŶ�ǁŚŝĐŚ�ǇŽƵ�ĐĂŶ�ƉƌĞƐĞŶƚ�ĂŶĚ�ĚĞǀĞůŽƉ�ŝĚĞĂƐ�ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ�
ǁƌŝƟŶŐ͘ 

Ϯ͘ EĂŵĞ�ƚŚƌĞĞ�ǁĂǇƐ�ŝŶ�ǁŚŝĐŚ�ǇŽƵ�ĐĂŶ�ƉƌĞƐĞŶƚ�ĂŶĚ�ĚĞǀĞůŽƉ�ŝĚĞĂƐ�ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ�
ĚƌĂǁŝŶŐ�Žƌ�ŵŽĚĞůůŝŶŐ͘ 

ϯ͘ tŚǇ�ŝƐ�Ă�ĐĂŵĞƌĂ�Ă�ƵƐĞĨƵů�ƚŽŽů�ǁŚĞŶ�ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŝŶŐ�ǇŽƵƌ�ǁŽƌŬ͍ 
ϰ͘ tŚĞƌĞ�ŵŝŐŚƚ�ǇŽƵ�ƵƐĞ�����ŝŶ�ǇŽƵƌ�ǁŽƌŬ͍ 
ϱ͘ tŚĂƚ�ŵƵƐƚ�ǇŽƵ�ĞŶƐƵƌĞ�ĂďŽƵƚ�ĂŶǇƚŚŝŶŐ�ǇŽƵ�ƌĞĐŽƌĚ�ŝŶ�ǇŽƵƌ�ǁŽƌŬ͍ 

^ĞĐƟŽŶ��͗� 
�Kϰ 

ϭ͘ EĂŵĞ�ƚŚƌĞĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ĨŽƌŵĂů�ĞůĞŵĞŶƚƐ͘ 
Ϯ͘ &Žƌ�ĞĂĐŚ�ĨŽƌŵĂů�ĞůĞŵĞŶƚ͕�ŐŝǀĞ�ĂŶ�ĞǆĂŵƉůĞ�ŽĨ�ŚŽǁ�ǇŽƵ�ĐŽƵůĚ�ƵƐĞ�ƚŚŝƐ�ŝŶ�

ǇŽƵƌ�ǁŽƌŬ͘ 
ϯ͘ tŚĞƌĞ͕�ŝŶ�ǇŽƵƌ�ƉƌŽũĞĐƚ͕�ĐĂŶ�ǇŽƵ�ŐĂŝŶ�ŵĂƌŬƐ�ĨŽƌ��Kϰ͍ 
ϰ͘ 'ŝǀĞ�ĂŶ�ĞǆĂŵƉůĞ�ŽĨ�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ŵĂƚĞƌŝĂůƐ�ĨŽƌ�ǇŽƵƌ�ĮŶĂů�ƉŝĞĐĞ�ĂŶĚ�ĞǆƉůĂŝŶ�

ǁŚǇ�ƚŚĞǇ�ĂƌĞ�ƐƵŝƚĂďůĞ͘ 
ϱ͘ tŚŝĐŚ�ĨŽƌŵĂů�ĞůĞŵĞŶƚ�ĚĞƐĐƌŝďĞƐ�Ă�ƚŚƌĞĞ�ĚŝŵĞŶƐŝŽŶĂů�ƐŚĂƉĞ͍ 

^ĞĐƟŽŶ��͗��Kϰ 
WƌĞƐĞŶƚ�Ă�ƉĞƌƐŽŶĂů�ĂŶĚ�ŵĞĂŶŝŶŐĨƵů�ƌĞƐƉŽŶƐĞ�ƚŚĂƚ�
ƌĞĂůŝƐĞƐ�ŝŶƚĞŶƟŽŶƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĚĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ� 
ƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚŝŶŐ�ŽĨ�ǀŝƐƵĂů�ůĂŶŐƵĂŐĞ� 
 
zŽƵ�ĂƌĞ�ƌĞƋƵŝƌĞĚ�ƚŽ�ĚĞǀĞůŽƉ�ǇŽƵƌ�ŝĚĞĂƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƵƐĞ�
ǇŽƵƌ�ƐĞůĞĐƚĞĚ�ƐŽƵƌĐĞƐ�ĂƐ�Ă�ƐƉƌŝŶŐďŽĂƌĚ�ƚŽǁĂƌĚƐ�
ƚŚĞ�ĐƌĞĂƟŽŶ�ŽĨ�ĞǆĐŝƟŶŐ͕�ŵĞĂŶŝŶŐĨƵů�ĂŶĚ�ƉĞƌƐŽŶĂů��
ƌĞƐƉŽŶƐĞƐ͘�dŚĞƐĞ�ƌĞƐƉŽŶƐĞƐ�ĐĂŶ�ĐŽŵĞ�Ăƚ�ĂŶǇ�ƉŽŝŶƚ�
ŝŶ�ǇŽƵƌ�ũŽƵƌŶĞǇ�ĂŶĚ�ďĞ�ŝŶ�ĂŶǇ�ƌĞĮŶĞĚ͕�ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�
ŵĂƚĞƌŝĂů�ĂŶĚ�ƚĞĐŚŶŝƋƵĞ͘ 
 
,Žǁ�ĚŽ�/�ƐŚŽǁ�ƚŚŝƐ�ŝŶ�ŵǇ�ǁŽƌŬ͍ 
tŝƚŚŝŶ��Kϰ͕�ǇŽƵ�ŵƵƐƚ�ƐŚŽǁ�ŚŽǁ�ǇŽƵ�ĐĂŶ�ƵƐĞ�ǀŝƐƵĂů��
ůĂŶŐƵĂŐĞ�ƚŽ�ĐŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚĞ�ǇŽƵƌ�ŝĚĞĂƐ�ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ�ƚŚĞ�
ĨŽƌŵĂů�ĞůĞŵĞŶƚƐ�ŽĨ�Ăƌƚ͘ 
· ůŝŶĞ 
· ĨŽƌŵ 
· ƚŽŶĞ 
· ƚĞǆƚƵƌĞ 
· ƐƉĂĐĞ 
· ƐŚĂƉĞ 
· ƉĂƩĞƌŶ 
zŽƵ�ŵƵƐƚ�ĂůƐŽ�ƉƌŽĚƵĐĞ�Ă�ĮŶĂů�ƉŝĞĐĞ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ� 
ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ŵĂƚĞƌŝĂůƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĨŽƌŵĂƚ͘ 
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1 

   Week 1 Business Growth     Week 2 Business and Globalisation    

Organic growth Internal growth or organic growth occurs when a business 
expands its own operations by launching new products or 
entering new markets  

Globalisation Globalisation involves businesses buying and selling around 
the world, often due to the cost or availability of products or 
cheap labour.   

Inorganic Growth  External growth or inorganic growth occurs when one 
company bus another company or when two businesses join 
together  

Imports  the process of purchasing goods or services from overseas and 
bringing them into another country.  

Innovation  Bringing a new idea into the market  Exports  refers to a country selling products and services to other 
countries around the world  

Research and Development  Research into new products or processes and developing the 
ideas that are created.  

Multinationals  Multinational companies or MNCs (also known as transnational 

corporations or TNCs) are companies that operate in a number of 

countries around the world.  

Takeover  A takeover occurs when an existing business expands by 
buying more than half the shares of another business.  

Tariffs  A tariff is a tax on imported goods and services.  

Merger  A merger occurs when two businesses join to form a new 
(but larger) business.   

Trading blocs  A group of countries who have agreed to share trading agreements, 

and minimise barriers of trade between them.  

Vertical integration  Occurs when businesses at different stages of the production 
process join together through a merger or a takeover  

Ecommerce  E-commerce is any business transaction that takes place using the 

internet  

Forward vertical integration  This takes place when a supplier takes over a customer .  Exchange rate  The value of one currency against another.  

Backward Vertical integration  Occurs when the customer control  of a customer.  International 

trade  

The buying and selling of goods and services between different 

countries  

Horizontal Integration  occurs when two competitors join through a merger or 
takeover.  

 

Public limited company  In a PLC, shares are sold to the public on the stock market. 
People who own shares are called ‘shareholders’.  

Flotation  money raised when a business becomes a PLC (public limited 
company) by offering shares to the public to buy.  

Share capital  The money raised when a business becomes a public limited 
company by offering shares in the business in return for 
capital. 

Cars, cheese, salm-
on and medicines 
are exported over-
seas from the UK 
and call centre ser-
vices, televisions, 
coffee and meat 
imported into the 
UK  
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2 

Week 3 The marketing Mix  (Product )  Week  4   The marketing Mix ( Price )    

The design Mix  The design mix consists of three factors-function, cost and 
aesthetics -  they are mixed together in different ways in order 
to appeal to different target markets.  

Pricing 
strategy 

Methods businesses use to set their prices.  

The product 
life Cycle  

The product life cycle shows the sales of a product from its 
development to its decline.  

Cost plus 
pricing  

working out the cost of making a product and then adding on a 
percentage  

Extension 
strategies  

A strategy used by businesses to prolong the sales of a product  Price skimming  start with a high price and then reduced over time  

Product 
differentiation  

Making a product stand out from its competitors.  Competitive 
pricing  

 set a similar price to your competitors  

Brand image  How a business or product is perceived by others, including 
consumers.  

Price 
penetration  

start with a low price and increase it over time  

Aesthetics  How things appeal to the senses , do they look great, smell 
good feel nice or sound solid  

Loss leader  selling one product at a loss so a customer has to buy additional 
products that will generate a profit  

competitive 
advantage  

How a business endeavours to outperform its rivals.  Freemium  A pricing model based upon giving a basic product away for free, 
and then charging for add-ons and additional services.  

Week  5 The marketing Mix Place   Week  6 The marketing Mix Promotion  

Place  refers to the channels of distribution used to get the products 
from the producer to the final customer.  

Advertising  The method by which goods or services are promoted to their 
potential consumer base.  

producers  this is the maker of the product or service  sales 
promotion  

The use of incentives to persuade a potential buyer to make a 
purchase.  

wholesalers A business that buys products in bulk from the producer, who 
then sells smaller quantities to retailers and/or consumers.  

Sponsorships  Money or equipment given to support an event, team, activity or 
person  

retailers  A store (or person) that sells products directly to customers.  Product trials  Product trials give customers a taste of a new product with the 
aims to entice them to buy the product in the future  

m-commerce  M-commerce is any business transaction that takes place through a 

mobile device such as a phone or tablet.  

Special offers  Special offers involve discounts or deals that run for a limited time 

E-commerce  E-commerce is any transaction that takes place through the internet.  Viral 
advertising  

Promotional activity that encourages consumers to share content 
between themselves on the internet.  
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Knowledge Organiser :  Homework Questions for  Year 10 GCSE Business  

Week 1 

Business 

Growth  

1. Define the term organic growth . 

2. Give an example of organic growth.  

3. Define the term in organic growth . 

4. Define the term merger . 

5. Define the term takeover.  

Week 2 

Globalisation  

1. Define the term globalisation. 

2. Define the term trading bloc  . 

3. Define the term imports . 

4. Define  the term Exports.  

5. Define the term tariffs .  

Week 3 

Product  

1. Define an extension strategy 

2. What is meant by the tern product differentia-

tion?  

3. What is the design Mix ?  

4. What is a brand image?  . 

5. What is the product life cycle? 

Week 4 

Price  

1. What is meant by the term pricing strategy?  

2. What is meant by the term Freemium ?  

3. Define Cost plus pricing. 

4. Define penetration pricing. 

5. Define the term special offer.  

Week 5 

Place  

1. What is meant by the term ecommerce? 

2. What is meant by the term M-commerce ?  

3. Define the term retailer.  

4. Define the term producer. 

5. What is meant by the term wholesaler?  

Week 6  

Promotion  

1. Define viral marketing. 

2. What is meant by the term product trial?  

3. Define the term sponsorship. 

4. What is meant by the term sponsorship?  

5. Give one example of a special offer.  
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xxxxx

xxxxx

Section A

Section B

Gaseous Exchange
Oxygen breathed  - Moves from high concentration  (lungs) to low 
concentration (capillaries)
Oxygen combines with haemoglobin to form oxyhaemoglobin
Haemoglobin also carries  carbon dioxide
Carbon dioxide breathed out –moves from high concentration 
(capillaries to low concentration  (lungs)

Inhalation
1) Diaphragm and intercostals muscle contract
2) Diaphragm flattens and pulls down
3) Lung size increases air pressure is reduced  air is 
sucked in the lungs (moving from high pressure to 
low pressure)
Exhalation
1) Diaphragm and intercostals muscle relax
2) Diaphragm returns to normal
3) Lung size reduces increases air pressure. Air 
moves out of lungs from high pressure to low 
pressure

Changes during Exercise
Inhalation
Pectorals and sterncleidomastoid muscles allow 
the lungs to expand more and take more oxygen
Exhalation
Abdominal muscles pull the ribs down more 
forcefully and push air out quicker

1)Deoxygenated blood 
from the muscles enters 
the right atrium via the 
vena cava

2)The blood enters the right 
ventricle through the 
atrioventricular valve 

3)The right ventricle 
contracts squeezing the 
blood pushing through the 
pulmonary artery to the 
Lungs

4)Oxygenated blood from 
the muscles enters the left 
atrium via the pulmonary 
vein

5)The blood enters 
the left ventricle 
through the 
atrioventricular 
valve 

6)The left ventricle 
contracts squeezing 
the blood pushing 
through the Aorta to 
the working body

Section C: Pathway of Blood

Two phases of the cardiac cycle
Diastole: The heart ventricles relax and the heart 
fills with blood
Systole: The ventricles contract and blood is 
pumped out of the arteries



Section D

Section E 
The heart supplies the muscles with oxygen to work. 
Cardiac Output – Volume of blood pumped out of the heart/minute
Stroke volume – The amount of blood pumped out of the heart /beat
Heart Rate – Number of heartbeats/min
Cardiac Output = Stroke volume x Heart Rate

Redirecting blood flow
Vasoconstriction – Narrowing of arteries
Vasodilatation  - Expanding of arteries

Section F

Section G – Respiratory system during exercise

Tidal Volume (TV) normal amount of air inhaled/exhaled
Expiratory reserve volume (ERV) amount of air forced out 
after tidal volume
Inspiratory reserve volume (IRV) amount of air forced in 
after tidal volume
Residual Volume (RV) The air left in the lungs prior to 
maximal expiration
Vital Capacity (VC) Largest volume of air that can be 
forcibly expired  following the largest inhalation



Section H 
Aerobic  energy production (with oxygen)
Glucose + Oxygen = Energy +Carbon dioxide+ Water
Exercise intensity = moderate for long duration
Example – Marathon runner

Anaerobic  energy production (without oxygen)
Glucose  = Energy +Lactic Acid
Exercise intensity = high 
Example – Sprinter

Section I
Effect of Exercise
Immediate Effects
•hot/sweaty/red skin 
•increase in depth and 
frequency of breathing 
•increased heart rate.

Short term Effects
•tiredness/fatigue 
•light headedness 
•Nausea
•aching/delayed onset 
muscle soreness 
(DOMS)/cramp.

Long Term
•body shape may change 
improvements in specific 
components of fitness 
•build muscle strength 
•improve muscular endurance 
improve speed 
•improve suppleness 
•build cardio vascular endurance 
improve stamina 
•increase in the size of the heart 
(hypertrophy) 
•lower resting heart rate 
(bradycardia).

Section J
Excessive post-exercise oxygen consumption removes 
lactic acid after exercise
Keeps breathing rate elevated after exercise has stopped
Occurs following anaerobic exercise
The graph shows the breathing rate during and after 
exercise



Section C
1) Which chamber of the heart 

does deoxygenated blood 
flow into?

2) What happens during 
diastole?

3) How is blood controlled as 
it passses through the 
different structures of the 
heart?

4) Where does the blood flow 
to using the pulmonary 
artery?

5) Which blood vessel sends 
oxygenated blood to the 
body from the heart.

Section D
1) Which blood vessel has 

thick elastic walls?
2) Why does it have thick 

elastic walls?
3) Which blood vessels mainly 

go back to the heart?
4) In veins how is backflow of 

blood prevented?
5) Which blood vessel has the 

thinnest walls?

Section E
1) What is the function of the 

heart?
2) What is cardiac output?
3) What is stroke volume?
4) What is heart rate?
5) How is cardiac output 

calculated?

Section A
1) Outline the route air passes 

through the body (starting from 
the mouth/nose) to the lungs

2) Gaseous exchange: Which way do 
the molecules move in relation to 
pressure differences

3) What does the oxygen combine 
with?

4) What blood vessels are wrapped 
around the alveoli?

5) What gases are exchanged in the 
alveoli?

Section A
1) During inhalation which muscle 

flattens and pulls down?
2) During inhalation what happens to 

the chest cavity?
3) During exhalation what do the 

intercostal muscle do?
4) During exhalation what happens to 

the chest cavity
5) How do the abdominal muscles 

support exhalation when we 
exercise?



Section F
1) What is anticipatory rise?
2) What happens to the heart 

rate during exercise?
3) What occurs during 

vasodilation?
4) What occurs during 

vasoconstriction?
5) What vascular shunting?

Section G
1) What does a spirometer 

trace show?
2) What is tidal volume?
3) What is ERV?
4) What is residual volume?
5) What is vital capacity?

Section H
1) What is the formula for 

aerobic energy production?
2) What exercise intensity will 

use aerobic energy 
system?

3) What is the formula for 
anaerobic energy 
production?

4) What exercise intensity will 
use anaerobic energy 
system?

5) What is product causes 
muscle fatigue?

Section I
1) What are the immediate 

effect of exercise on 
breathing?

2) What are the immediate 
effect of exercise on heart 
rate?

3) Name one short term effect 
of exercise?

4) What is a long term effect 
of exercise on the 
muscles?

5) What is hypertrophy?

Section J
1) What is EPOC?
2) When does EPOC occur?
3) What is a cool down?
4) What is an ice bath?
5) How can diet help the 

reduce EPOC?



OCR Sport. Unit R043 – The body’s response to physical activity.
LO1 – To know the key components of the musculo-skeletal and cardio-respiratory systems, their functions and roles.

Section 1: Key components of the musculo-skeletal system and its function.
Major bones of the skeleton. (see skeleton diagram)
•  The bones of the central skeleton are made up of the bones from the head and 

the chest – including the ribs, sternum and vertebrae.
• The bones in the limbs (arms and legs) 
Muscles.
Muscles pull bones to create movement. (see muscle diagram)
Synovial joints – Six types that you need to know.
• A pivot joint – rotational / turning movement.
• Condyloid joint – side to side and backwards and forwards
• Saddle – Allows thumbs to move towards your finger.
• Gliding joint – limited side to side, backward and forward movement.
• Ball and socket joint – A range of movement.
• Hinge joint – only allows movement in one direction
Connective tissue – Role is the provide support and holds the body’s tissues together.
• Cartilage – flexible, found at the end of bones.
• Ligaments – connect bone to bone.
• Tendons – connect muscle to bone.
Functions of the musculo-skeletal system.
• Support – keeps the body upright and holds the rest of the body in place.
• Movement – skeleton provides anchor points for muscles to pull on.
• Protection – protects the vital organs within the body.
• Blood cell production – red and white blood cells are produced in the bone 

marrow.
Section 2: Key components of the cardio-respiratory system.
The heart 

Blood 

• The plasma- fluid part of blood that transports blood and dissolved nutrients.
• Red blood cells – carry oxygen and carbon dioxide.
• White blood cells – fight infection
• Platelets – helps blood clotting.

Blood vessels.
• Arteries – carries blood away from the heart.
• Veins – carry blood towards the heart.
• Capillaries – blood vessels that joint arteries and veins, gas exchange takes 

place here.
Functions of the cardio-respiratory system.
What are the functions? What do these systems to for the body.
Section 3 - Role of the musculo-skeletal system in producing movement.
Types of movement 
• Flexion, extension, abduction, adduction, circumduction and rotation.
Functions of connective tissue.
• Cartilage – protective covering at the end of bones.
• Ligaments – stabilises bones in joints
• Tendons – attaches muscle to bone creating movement when muscles 

contract.
Muscle contractions 
• Isometric – muscle stays the same length during contraction.
• Isotonic – muscle contracts and changes length.
Further broken down to concentric – muscle shortens when contracting and 
eccentric - muscle lengths when contracting.
Section 4: Role of the cardio- respiratory system during exercise.
Heart rate - beats per minute can be measured at the wrist (radial) and the 
neck (carotid)
Blood pressure. – cardiac output, stroke volume.
Systolic blood pressure – blood pressure when the heart is contracting
Diastolic blood pressure – blood pressure when heart is relaxed
Vascular shunt mechanism – Moving blood to areas of the body with greater 
demand for it. 
Breathing mechanism – Inhalation and exhalation (which muscles work during 
these processes) How are these processes different at rest and during exercise?
Internal respiration – involves the lungs and alveoli and focuses on the 
exchange of gases.

Aerobic and anaerobic respiration 
- Aerobic energy – breaks down glucose using oxygen. Activities take place 

over a longer period of time.
- Anaerobic energy – Activities taking place over a short period of time and 

does not use oxygen.

The respiratory system.
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GCSE Psychology- Social influence

Week 1

1. What is meant by the term conformity?

2. Name the two explanations for conformity?

3. Name two social factors affecting conformity

4. What is meant by the term ‘dispositional’?

5. Name two dispositional factors affecting conformity

Week 2

1. What was the aim of Asch’s line study?

2. How many lines were ppts asked to look at?

3. What % of ppts conformed and said the incorrect line?

4. What is a strength of Asch’s line study

5. What is a limitation of Asch’s line study

Week 3

1. What is meant by the term obedience?

2. What is meant by the autonomous state?

3. What is meant by the agentic state?

4. Name 3 social factors affecting obedience?

5. Name one dispositional factor affecting obedience

Week 4

1. What is meant  by the term ‘pro-social behaviour’?

2. What is bystander apathy?

3. What is bystander intervention?

4. What were the two conditions in Pilivin’s subway study?

5. What was the IV and DV in Pilivin’s subway study?

Week 5

1. What is anti-social behaviour?

2. What is collective behaviour?

3. What is meant by the term deindividuation?

4. What is meant by the term social loafing?

5. What two disposition factors can affect collective behaviour?

Week 6

Revision

1. What is meant by the term normative social influence?

2. Name two social factors affecting obedience

3. Name one social factor affecting conformity

4. What was the study design of Pilivin’s subway study

5. Explain one strength of Pilivin’s subway study
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